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Abstract 
Here at ISY research is performed on network processors. In order to evaluate 
the processors there is a need to have full control of every aspect of the 
transmission. This is not the case if you use a proprietary technology. 
Therefore the need for a well documented gigabit Ethernet network interface 
has emerged. 

The purpose of this thesis work has been to design and implement an open 
source gigabit Ethernet controller in a FPGA together with a device driver for 
the Linux operating system 
 
Implementation has been done in Verilog for the hardware part and the 
software was developed in C. 
 
We have implemented a fully functional gigabit Ethernet interface onto a 
Xilinx Virtex II-1500 FPGA together with a Linux device driver.  The design 
uses approximately 7200 LUTs and 48 block RAMs including the opencores 
PCI bridge 
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Glossary 
CRC Cyclic redundancy check
ARP Adress resolution protocol
UDP User datagram protocol
TCP Transmission control protocol
IP core Intelletcual property core
PCI Peripheral component interconnect
CSMA/CD Carrier sence multiple access with collision detection
FCS Frame check sequence
IP Internet protocol
MAC Medium access control
Arbiter Central unit that for example hands out bus access
Simplex One way communication
Duplex Two way communication
Octet Eight bits (one byte)
GNT Grant signal
REQ Request signal
FPGA Field programmable array
FIFO First in first out buffer
RX Receive
TX Transmit
Long word 4 bytes
DMA Direct memory access
API Application programming interface
LUT Lookup table
MSI Message signalling interupt
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Background 
This thesis work has been carried out at the department of electrical 
engineering (ISY) at the Linköping University, Sweden. 

Today more and more devices need to be connected to a network and at higher 
and higher speeds. In order to meet these increasing demands, more efficient 
ways to handle traffic are needed. The limiting factor today is not link speed 
but rather processing speed of the routers and end stations in the network. 

Here at ISY research is performed on network processors. In order to evaluate 
the networks there is a need to have full control of every aspect of the 
transmission. This is not the case if you use a proprietary technology. 
Therefore the need for a well documented gigabit Ethernet network interface 
has emerged. 

1.2 Purpose 
The purpose of this thesis work has been to design and implement an open 
source gigabit Ethernet controller in a FPGA together with a device driver for 
the Linux operating system. 

The network interface card is meant to be used in future research of network 
components and features. The reason for this is that the network card will be 
easy to modify and monitor which a proprietary device is not. 

1.3 Method 
The goal has been accomplished by thorough literature studies of device 
drivers in Linux, the PCI bus, opencores PCI bridge, Ethernet and related 
topics. 

We based our implementation on a basic design already implemented by our 
supervisor. The design was functional, although slow and needed both new 
features and improvements. 

Implementation has been done in Verilog for the hardware part and the 
software was developed in C. An incremental design methodology has been 
used. In other words small parts of the design have been implemented and then 
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tested and verified. Once that is done the design is expanded with a new small 
part and retested. This workflow has the advantage of detecting bugs and 
problems early in the development phase. 

1.4 Reading instructions 
This report is written for a reader with some knowledge of electronics, digital 
design and programming. In chapter 2 background information about Linux 
device drivers, Ethernet, IPv4,TCP,UDP,PCI bus and the WISHBONE bus are 
provided. These sections provides necessary background information and can 
thus be skipped if the reader already posses extensive knowledge in the said 
areas. In chapter 3 information about the development tools are given. 

The description of the design has been separated into two parts, the hardware 
design and the Linux driver. These descriptions are found in chapters 4 and 5 
respectively. The debugging and testing methodology is described in chapter 6. 
The design results are found in chapter 7 and in chapter 8 we discuss some 
interesting features that can be added in the future. 

1.4.1 Typographical conventions 
State machine states are written in capital letters e.g. IDLE_STATE. Code is 
written in a mono space font e.g. int main(){}. 
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2 Background 
In this chapter background information valuable for the understanding of the 
thesis are provided. 

2.1 Linux 
This section will explain how Linux internals work, specifically network 
drivers. The Linux device driver/module architecture will also be described 
briefly. An overview of the Linux subsystem can be seen in figure 1 

2.1.1 The Role of the Device Driver 
As a Linux programmer you should use the idea of mechanism and policy. A 
policy is “how capabilities can be used” and the mechanism is “how these 
capabilities are provided” [2]. You should always try to address policy and 
mechanism in different parts of a program or in different programs. One 
example is a floppy driver: 

The driver is policy free as it only presents the diskette as a data array. The 
higher up in the kernel more policies will be enforced, i.e. access rights etc. 

2.1.2 Splitting the Kernel 
The kernel is responsible for handling system resource requests from 
processes, such as computing power, memory and network connectivity etc. 

Therefore we split the kernels role into the following parts: 

• Process management  
The kernel handles the creation and destruction of processes, it also 
handles their inputs and outputs to the outside world. The kernel also 
handles interprocess communication through signals, pipes or 
interprocess communication primitives. Moreover the scheduler is also 
part of the process management. 

• Memory management 
The Linux kernel uses a virtual addressing space where all the 
processes reside. Different kernel parts then interact with the memory-
management subsystem through a set of function calls, i.e. malloc, free 
or other more complex functionalities. 
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• Filesystems 
One fundamental thing to know about Linux is that almost everything 
can be treated as a file. The kernel builds a file abstraction on top of 
hardware that is heavily used throughout the system. So that almost all 
hardware can be seen as a file in a filesystem. Linux also has support 
for several file systems running on different hardware concurrently for 
example two disks running different filesystems. 

• Device control 
Code that controls device operations is called a device driver. The 
device driver contains code that is specific to the device being 
addressed. The Linux kernel must have all the device drivers for the 
specific system components embedded in the kernel. Devices such as 
network cards, modems, file systems etc. 

• Networking 
The kernel is responsible for all the routing and address-resolution and 
is in charge of delivering data packets across program and network 
interfaces. Because incoming packets are asynchronous events, the 
packets will be collected, identified and dispatched by the kernel before 
handed over to a process. 

2.1.3 Classes of Devices and Modules 
Linux divides devices in to three different classes, char devices, block devices 
and network devices [2]: 

• Character devices 
A character device is stream based, like a file. The character driver is 
responsible for implementing file-like behaviour system calls such as 
open, close, read and write. The big difference between a file and most 
char devices is that in a file you can move back and forth in the data 
whereas char devices are only sequentially accessible. Character 
devices are accessible through device nodes found in the /dev directory 
in Linux. 

• Block devices 
A block device is a device that hosts a file system. In Linux the 
difference between a char device and a block device is in most cases 
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transparent to the user, but the kernel software interface is different. 
Block devices are usually accessible in the same way as character 
devices. 

• Network devices 
A network device does not only respond to requests from the kernel, in 
difference to char and block devices, it also receives packets 
asynchronously from the outside. Thus communication between the 
kernel is different as it does not rely on read and write calls, the char 
and block devices are asked to send a buffer towards the kernel, the 
network device asks to push incoming packets towards the kernel. 

The network subsystem is totally protocol independent in Linux as the 
interaction between the driver and the kernel is packet based, protocol 
issues are hidden from the driver and the physical transmission is 
invisible to the protocol. 

• Modules 
In Linux device drivers can be seen as black boxes that hide all the 
details of how a device works. Everything is performed through using 
standardized calls that are driver independent. This interface is built in 
such a way that drivers can be separated from the rest of the kernel and 
be “plugged in” at runtime if needed. 
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Figure 1 – Overview of the Linux kernel subsystems [2] . 
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2.2 Ethernet 
Ethernet is a very popular network standard for local networks and will be 
described in this section. 

2.2.1 History 
The basic concepts of Ethernet were invented at the University of Hawaii in the 
early 1970s. Dr. Norman Abramson and his colleagues tried to use a ground-
based radio broadcasting system to connect different locations with a shared 
media. They were then faced with the same problems we face today and they 
developed the concept of listening before transmitting, transmitting frames of 
information and listening to the channel to detect collision. If a collision 
occurred their controllers waited a random time before retransmitting, which is 
another feature of today’s 802.3 standard. They called the system ALOHA and 
it is a starting point for many network standards, including Ethernet. 

The actual development of Ethernet was made at Xerox Palo Alto Research 
Center (PARC) in Palo Alto, California. Here a team led by Dr. Robert Metcalf 
managed to connect 100 computers on a 1-km cable. The operating speed was 
2.94 Mbps and the CSMA/CD protocol was used to access the medium. Here 
the name Ethernet shows up for the first time, named by Dr. Metcalf after ether 
through which electromagnetic radiation was once thought to propagate. 

Xerox realized that to make Ethernet an industry standard for local area 
networks they had to cooperate with other vendors. Soon they founded the DIX 
Consortium together with Digital Equipment Corporation and Intel 
Corporation. Together they developed the 10-Mbps Ethernet network, which 
was a significantly better than the main competitors, Data point’s ARC Net and 
Wang Laboratories’ Wang net. 

The DIX Consortium first developed the Ethernet Version 1 and in 1980 it was 
supplied to the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) for 
official standardization. Before IEEE made a standard of Ethernet, the DIX 
Consortium had already released Ethernet version 2, or Ethernet II, so the new 
IEEE 802.3 CSMA/CD standard was based upon this later version. 

When what we today call Ethernet was standardized by IEEE in 1983 it was 
given the name IEEE 802.3. Currently Ethernet and 802.3 are often used as 
synonyms and we will use it in that way from now on, although it is not 
entirely correct. 
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2.2.2 802.3 Frame format 
The 802.3 packet is called a frame and contains the necessary information to 
transfer data to another end station on the network. Figure 2 shows the frame 
format. 

 
Figure 2- Shows the different fields of an Ethernet frame. 

 
Preamble: This is a 7-octet field for synchronizing an end 

station with the received frame’s timing.  
SFD: Start of Frame Delimiter. This field is used to 

determine the end of the preamble and the start of 
the actual frame.  

DA: Destination Address. This field can either be 2 bytes 
long or 6 bytes, but today virtually all 802.3 
networks use the 6 byte addressing. It contains the 
address of the receiver. 

SA: Source Address. Same as DA but contains the 
address of the sender instead. 

Length/type field: This field primarily tells the number of bytes 
contained in the data field of the frame. According 
to the specification the maximum frame length is 
1500 bytes. However if the field is larger than 1536 
decimal or 0600 hex it indicates what protocol the 
frame is carrying instead of the length. This is the 
normal use of the field today. 

Data field: This field carries the actual data. The minimal frame 
length, from preamble to FCS, is 64 bytes. If the 
frame is shorter than this, in other words if the data 
field is shorter than 46 bytes, a PAD field is added 
directly after the data field ensuring that we keep 
the minimum length requirement. 

FCS: Frame Check Sequence. This field contains a 32 bit 
cyclic redundancy check (CRC) value for the frame. 

Preamble DA SA Length
/type

Data FCS 

7 bytes 2/6 bytes 2/6 bytes 2 bytes 46-1500 bytes 4 bytes 

SFD 

1 byte
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The purpose of this field is to ensure that we never 
accept any corrupt data, however it is not flawless. 
We will detect all single bit errors, all cases where 
we have two isolated bit errors, every case with an 
odd number of bit errors and all burst errors shorter 
than 32 bits. However we might accept frames as 
valid even though they are not. This occurs if a 
single burst error is 33 bits or longer, or if we have 
several shorter burst errors in the frame [1]. 

2.2.3 Half and full duplex 
There are two modes of operation in the MAC sublayer: half and full duplex. 

In half duplex, many stations often share the same medium and every station 
has to be careful before and during the sending of a frame. This is done with 
the CSMA/CD access method described in section 2.2.4. 

In full duplex, only two stations are allowed to share the same medium. In 
addition the cable has two communication channels that can be used separately, 
one in each direction. Because of this, there is no risk for two stations to 
interfere with each others transmissions. So the CSMA/CD access method is 
not needed in full duplex operation. Today virtually all new Ethernet networks 
are built with point to point links enabling full duplex and this means that the 
protocol that once made Ethernet famous and widespread is not needed as 
much anymore but we will describe it briefly, for its historical value. 

The earlier versions of Ethernet, for example 10Base5 and 10Base2 used thick 
and thin coaxial cable respectively. They had their stations connected along a 
long cable line and ran in half duplex mode since the medium was shared, as 
we can see in figure 3. 

 
Figure 3 – Typical structure of a 10Base2 or 10Base5 ethernet network. 

Later 10BaseT which uses a star topology to connect the computers to a central 
unit was introduced. The central unit almost always consisted of a hub in the 
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early days. A hub is a simple device operating at the physical layer, all it does 
is to send out any incoming frame onto every outgoing link. This means that 
the stations connected to the network still are connected to the same collision 
domain. When more and more computers were connected to the networks, 
performance started to suffer since the probability for a collision to occur 
increases with the number of sending stations. The solution was to split the 
network into several smaller collision domains using a network device called a 
bridge. The networks then looked something like figure 4. A bridge is a 
relatively smart device since it keeps track of which port a specific computer 
resides on. This information is gathered by examining the source address field 
on every received frame. Now when a frame is received the bridge only has to 
forward it onto the correct port. But of course it happens that the bridge lack 
information about a certain MAC address and it then forwards the frame onto 
every port except the one it was received on. This is called flooding. 

 
Figure 4 – Two collision domains separated by a bridge. 

The term bridge is not used so much today instead we are talking about 
switches. A switch is in its simplest form a multi port bridge. 

Conceptually a hub and a switch are very different. A hub is working on the 
physical layer while a switch is (typically) working on the data link layer. 

Now, if we do not connect hubbed networks to the switch but instead the hosts 
directly we end up with a network that can run in full duplex between any 
station. The network topology then looks like figure 5.  
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Figure 5 – A switched network capable of running in full duplex. 

A switched network also has the advantage that different hosts can use 
different speeds and still communicate with each other. For example two hosts 
running 100BaseTX could be connected to the same network as three hosts 
running 1000BaseT and the hosts running in gigabit speed would still be able 
to talk to each other at full speed. The reason for this is that the switch provides 
point to point links between the hosts. 

2.2.4 CSMA/CD 
CSMA/CD (Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection) is a 
listen-before-sending access method. Before sending, a station first listens to 
the media to see if anyone else is sending. If not, the station initiates the 
sending of its frame but keeps listening on the media whilst sending. The 
station has to keep listening while sending since it is not impossible for two 
stations to send at the same time. If we have multiple stations sending at the 
same time we will get a collision. In that case each station sends a JAM signal 
that alerts all other stations that a collision occurred. The station then waits a 
random amount of time before it tries again from the beginning. If we have 
another collision then we wait an even longer random time and so on. This 
ensures a fair access to the media and actually a quite high throughput. 

2.2.5 Maximum network diameter 
Collisions cannot be detected if the cable is too long. Imagine that station A 
sends a frame and just before the frame arrives at station B, station B also starts 
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sending. Station B will now almost immediate discover that a collision has 
occurred and send the JAM signal. Now, if the cable is very long station A will 
have finished sending before the JAM signal arrives and station A will then 
falsely assume that the frame was sent correctly. The condition that must be 
met to prevent this from happening is that the time to output one frame on the 
link must be greater then one RTT (round trip time). Not only cable lengths 
influence on the RTT, repeaters do that as well. This limit was hardly any 
trouble at all in the 10Base5 version of Ethernet where the total length of the 
segments could be up to 2.5 km long. When the 100 Mbit/s versions came the 
network diameter had to be cut by a factor of 10 in order to preserve the 
properties above. And together with some extra margin the diameter was 
specified to approximately 200 meters. However, in gigabit speed this really 
becomes an issue. Limiting the maximum diameter to approximately 20m was 
hardly an option so instead the minimum frame size was increased. More about 
this in section 2.2.7 Gigabit Ethernet. 

However, in modern full duplex networks where collisions cannot occur this is 
not an issue and the maximum cable lengths are only limited to the signal 
characteristics of the cable. 

2.2.6 Maximum achievable speed 
To ensure proper detection of each individual frame there is a minimum time 
gap between frames that must be fulfilled, this is called IFG (inter frame gap) 
and consists of 96 bit times. In order to synchronise the frame between the 
receiver and sender a 7 octet long preamble field together with a 1 octet long 
start of frame delimiter field are used. Together this consists of 96+8*8=160 bit 
times. A full length frame including the synchronisation part and the IFG are 
160+1518*8=12304 bit times. The relevant information that normally needs to 
be sent to the host computer also excludes the FCS field, so in practice we only 
need to be able to pass on data in (1514*8)/12304=98,5% of the network link 
speed. In a gigabit Ethernet network this would correspond to a needed internal 
bandwidth of approximately 123 MB/s.  

2.2.7 Gigabit Ethernet 
Since Gigabit Ethernet operates at a much higher frequency than the older 
Ethernet standards, any packet sent out onto the wire will have a lower transmit 
time to the wire than before. If the old minimum frame size would be kept, the 
maximum length of the wire would have to be shortened to allow correct 
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collision detection. If the minimum frame length would change, the backwards 
compatibility might be lost. In order to avoid these problems, Gigabit Ethernet 
uses something called Carrier Extension. What it does is to use an extended 
minimum frame size by padding any frames shorter than 512 bytes using 
special non-data symbols. This adds the required time on wire and keeps the 
compatibility with older Ethernet. 

As you can see in figure 6 this can create an enormous overhead. The solution 
is something called frame bursting. This technique allows several small frames 
to be sent back to back without the need for the sending station to check if the 
medium is free between the frames since it knows that any other station will 
detect the medium as being busy. This greatly reduces the overhead if many 
small packets are being transmitted. 

 
Figure 6 – Illustrates the amount of wasted space when using minimum sized Ethernet frames. 
The white section is the actual frame. 

 

This method is only used in half-duplex Gigabit Ethernet. In full-duplex the 
CSMA/CD protocol is not used at all, and therefore the time on wire is 
irrelevant. Full-duplex Gigabit Ethernet thus works with full efficiency all the 
time. 

 

64 512 0 

 Padding 
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2.3 IPv4 protocol 
While our work has not involved any work with any protocols higher up in the 
protocol stack than the datalink layer we still find it important to describe the 
most commonly used protocols in the network and transport layer since these 
protocols have been used during all testing and verification of the design. 

IP stands for Internet Protocol and v4 for version four, it has become 
increasingly more important to actually specify the version as IPv6 is more and 
more common in literature and real life. This protocol is the foundation for all 
internet communication. Unlike most older network protocols IP was designed 
from the beginning with internetworking in mind [1]. 

2.3.1 IPv4 header 

 
 
 
 

In figure 7 you can see the format of the IP header as specified in RFC 791 [5]. 
We will not discuss all the fields in detail but a brief explanation follows 
below. 

Version: This is the version of the IP header. 
IHL: Internet Header Length. The total length of the 

header. 
Type of service: Can be used for quality of service. But is in practice 

often ignored. 
Total length: The length of the whole datagram. Including header 

and data. 

Figure 7 - The format of the IPv4 header. 

0          1          2          3  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1   

Version IHL Type of service Total length

Identification Flags Fragment offset

Time to live Protocol Header checksum

Source address

Destination address

PaddingOptions
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Identification: ID field set by sender to aid reassembly of 
fragmented packages. 

Flags: Various control flags concerning packet 
fragmentation. 

Fragment offset: The offset in the total packet where this fragment 
belongs. 

Time to live: Decremented at each router until zero when the 
packet is dropped. Used to prevent loops. 

Protocol: Indicates what transport layer protocol the IP 
datagram is carrying. 

Header checksum: The checksum of the IP header. 
Source address: The IP address of the sender. 
Destination address: The IP address of the receiver. 
Options: Any additional options. Not often used in practice. 
Padding: Used if the options field does not end on a four byte 

boundary. 

2.3.2 IPv4 Addresses 
The addresses that are used by the IP protocol to address each network 
interface are called IP addresses. If a host has multiple network interfaces it 
usually has one IP address assigned to each one of its interfaces. 

IP addresses are 32 bit wide and are commonly written in dotted decimal form, 
for example 192.168.0.1. In order for the addressing to work correctly two 
hosts should normally not have the same IP address if they are connected to the 
same network. Today this has become a problem since the number of addresses 
simply is not enough for all the computers on the internet but various solutions 
have been developed to address this issue [1], however it is beyond the scope 
of this report. 
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2.4 Mapping of the IP address to the underlying 
data link layer address 
The IP address and its associated host are not known to the data link layer. The 
addresses used at this layer are dependent of the technology that is being used. 
We will only consider Ethernet here and in this technology the data link 
address is called MAC address. So we need a way to map an IP address to a 
MAC address. A protocol called ARP (Address Resolution Protocol) has been 
developed just for this. It basically works by sending out a broadcast message 
asking “Who owns IP address w.x.y.z” and all the hosts connected to the same 
LAN will receive the message and check if it is their address, but only the host 
that actually owns the IP address will answer. It sends a message back saying 
something like “I have IP address w.x.y.z and my MAC address is 
uu.vv.ww:xx:yy:zz”. With this scheme we have a dynamic mapping that will 
work fine without any hassle even if we relocate our hosts or assign them 
different MAC or IP addresses. In reality there are many optimisations that can 
be done, for example to cache the mapping so we can limit the number of 
broadcasts needed. 
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2.5 TCP and UDP protocol 
The internet and most other networks transport layer consists of two 
dominating protocols. The connection oriented TCP (Transmission Control 
Protocol) and the connectionless UDP (User Datagram Protocol). The main 
difference between these two protocols is their complexity and which services 
they offer. 

2.5.1 UDP protocol 
The UDP protocol is basically just IP with a short header attached to it [1]. 
UDP does not offer any reliability to the connection, i.e. it does not guarantee 
the arrival of packets or the order in which they arrive. What it does offer that 
IP does not is the ability to address the packet not only to a host but to a 
specific process running on the host that the interface belongs to. This is done 
using port numbers. 

2.5.1.1 UDP header 
The UDP header is very small and easy and can be seen in figure 8 below. 

 
Figure 8 – The format of the UDP header. 

The fields may look rather self-explanatory but we will look at them anyway. 

Source port: This is the port number of the sending process. 
Destination port: The message will be delivered to the process that is 

attached to this port. 
UDP length: This field includes the length of the header and data. 
UDP checksum: This field includes the checksum of the header and 

the data. However the field is optional and a sender 
may not calculate the checksum if data integrity is 
not important.. 

0          1          2          3  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1   

Desination portSource port

UDP length UDP checksum
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2.5.2 TCP protocol 
The TCP protocol is the most used protocol on the internet and is a rather 
complex protocol. We will not cover it in detail but the more important aspects 
will be covered. Basically what TCP does is to provide a reliable connection 
between two hosts. This is done by retransmission of lost packets and the 
ability to reassemble all the packets into the correct order at the receiving end. 

We will use the expressions sender and receiver frequently in the following 
sections, but bear in mind that TCP is full duplex so one station can be both 
sender and receiver at the same time. When we for example refer to the sender 
we simplify the discussion a little by considering it to be two simplex links, 
one in each direction and then pick one of them for the discussion. 

2.5.2.1 TCP header 
The TCP header is, as you can imagine, more complex and can be seen in 
figure 9, as specified in RFC 793 [4]. 

 
Figure 9 – The format of the TCP header 

 
Source port:   This is the port number of the sending process. 
Destination port: The message will be delivered to the process that is 

attached to this port. 
Seq number: This is the sequence number of the packet. Every 

byte of a TCP connection is numbered. 

0          1          2          3  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1   

Destination port

Sequence number

Acknowledgement number

Offset 

Checksum

PaddingOptions

Source port

Reserved Flags Window

Urgent pointer

Data
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Ack number: If the ACK control bit is set this field contains the 
next byte number of the stream that the receiver is 
expecting to receive. 

Offset: Indicates the header length in 32 bit words. In other 
words the offset where you will find the data. 

Flags: Consists of the following six one bit flags:  
URG: Urgent Pointer field significant. 
ACK: Acknowledgment field significant. 
PSH: Push Function. 
RST: Reset the connection. 
SYN: Synchronize sequence numbers. 
FIN: No more data from sender. 

Window: Tells the sender how many bytes of data he may 
send to the receiver. 

Checksum: The checksum of the packet. This calculation is 
described in section 2.5.3. 

Urgent pointer Indicates a byte offset from the current sequence 
number where urgent data can be found (if URG is 
set). 

Options: Any extra options. 
Padding: Used if the options field does not end on a four byte 

boundary. 

2.5.2.2 TCP retransmissions 
In order to keep track of how much data that is sent and received two sequence 
numbers are used that number every byte in a connection. The sequence 
numbers starts at an arbitrary value chosen during connection setup. This is 
primarily done to avoid confusing the system for example when a host crashes. 
[11] 

Since the receiver tells the sender about the next expected byte he must have 
received all bytes with a lower sequence number before he can acknowledge a 
byte. While this sounds reasonable it can actually cause some problems. 
Imagine that we have received every byte up to byte number eight and then 
miss byte nine but we also have received byte 10 through 18. We can now only 
acknowledge the first eight bytes in the sequence and this means that when the 
sender times out he will retransmit byte nine through 18. These unnecessary 
retransmissions are a potential problem, especially in wireless networks where 
packet loss is common. Several workarounds have been proposed, for example 
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the use of NAKs which is a way for the receiver to ask for a specific segment 
[8] or with the use of SACKs which is a way for the receiver to explicitly tell 
the sender what packets it has received [9]. In both cases normal ACKs are 
used as soon as possible. The solution used in the TCP stack of modern Linux 
kernels are SACKs [12]. 

2.5.2.3 TCP rate limiting 
TCP has the ability to adjust the sending speed in accordance with the 
receiver’s capacity. This is done using the window field where each receiver 
announces its buffer size. We illustrate this in figure 10. 

 
Figure 10 – Rate limit in TCP. 

First the sender sends 1024 byte of data to the sender who has a receive buffer 
of 2048 byte. The receiver then announces its new available buffer space which 
is 1024 byte. Then that space is filled and the buffer is full. The receiver 
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acknowledges the bytes received and announces its new buffer size 0. The 
sender is now blocked and may not send any more data. However, one byte 
segments are still allowed to be sent in order to prevent deadlocks in the case 
of a lost window update. 

Once the application on the receiving side reads from the buffer i.e. there is 
free space in the buffer. The receiver then sends a window update to the sender 
and he may start sending again. 

However, this could lead to a very serious performance issue known as the silly 
window syndrome [6]. Consider figure 10 again. Now imagine that the 
application do not read 1024 byte but instead only one byte from the buffer. 
The receiver will then announce a window size of only one byte and the sender 
will send a one byte message. The buffer will be full again and the process will 
be repeated leading to enormous overhead. To overcome this issue the receiver 
should be prevented to send window updates until it has a decent amount on 
buffer space available. 

2.5.2.4 TCP congestion control 
TCP does not only adjust the sending rate in accordance with the receiver’s 
capability but also in accordance with the network congestion. This is done by 
using another window maintained by the sender, the congestion window. This 
window is altered dynamically in response to how the network behaves. The 
maximum amount of data that the sender is allowed to burst is the minimum of 
the congestion window and the window size that has been granted by the 
receiver.  

2.5.3 Checksum calculation of UDP and TCP packets 
There are some differences between the IP and the UDP/TCP checksum. In IP 
we saw that only the header was checksummed but with UDP and TCP the 
entire message is checksummed. And it does not stop there. To create even 
more reliability some information from the IP header is also included in the 
checksum. This information is put into a 96 bit pseudo header as seen in figure 
11. This header is conceptually put in front of the TCP or UDP header. Then 
the checksum is calculated by summing up all 16 bit words using ones 
complement addition and then taking the ones complement of the result and 
store it in the checksum field. The checksum field is set to zero before the 
computation. Note that the checksum is optional in a UDP packet but 
mandatory in a TCP packet. 
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Figure 11 – The pseudo header used for checksum calculation. 

 
Source address: The IP address of the sender. 
Destination address: The IP address of the receiver. 
Zero: All bits are zero. 
PTCL: The protocol number. 
Length: The length of the UDP/TCP header and data. Not 

including this pseudo header. 

0          1          2          3  
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Source address

Destination address

Zero PTCL Length
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2.6 PCI bus 
PCI stands for Peripheral Component Interconnect. The PCI bus is a 32 or 64 
bit bus that operates in either 33 or 66 MHz. The most commonly used version 
is the 32 bit @ 33MHz bus. It uses a centralized arbiter to select which master 
that should be granted bus access. Today we can find the PCI bus almost 
everywhere since it is one of the most popular buses in use for connecting 
different parts of a computer system. Although the computer industry is 
currently migrating to the newer and faster PCI Express standard. 

2.6.1 Pin out 
The PCI specification consists of 49 mandatory pins which are divided into 
five functional groups [13]. 

• System pins: Includes the clock and reset pins. 
• Address and data pins: Includes besides the 32 address/data pins also 

some lines used to interpret and validate the address/data pins 
• Interface control pins: Controls timing and provide coordination 

among initiators and targets. 
• Arbitration pins: These pins are not shared as all the others are. Each 

master has its own set of these pins. 
• Error reporting pins: Used to report various errors, such as parity 

error. 
In addition to this there are 51 optional pins including JTAG pins for testing 
purposes, interrupt pins, one extra interface control pin and finally 39 
additional pins for the 64 bit version of the bus. 

2.6.2 Arbitration schema 
As said above PCI uses a centralized arbiter. This means that every host on the 
pci bus needs two dedicated signal lines connected to them. The GNT and the 
REQ line. When a master wants access to the bus it asserts the GNT line and 
waits for the arbiter to assert REQ. The master then knows it can use the bus as 
the next master. It simply waits until any ongoing transaction has finished 
before it initiates its own transaction. By granting bus access in advance like 
this the overhead of the arbitration is minimal. 

The master is free to use the bus as long as it has its GNT line asserted, but as 
soon as the line is deasserted it must finish its current transaction as soon as 
possible and remove ownership of the bus. However there is a latency control 
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register that guarantees a minimum amount of bus access for a device. A 
device is always allowed to use the bus for that long regardless of whether the 
GNT has been deasserted or not. 

2.6.3 Bus commands  
There are many different operations that can take place on the bus. The master 
indicates the type of operation that will be performed during the address phase 
of the transaction. However we will not discuss anything else than the different 
memory read and write commands that are available. 

There are two different write commands, the ordinary write command and the 
write and invalidate command. With the ordinary command the master is free 
to transfer any amount of data to the host. With the write and invalidate 
command the data transfer must be a whole cache line or a multiple of cache 
lines. Using this command can improve performance since any modified data 
does not need to be flushed out to main memory before the write can be 
accepted. However, if we are in the middle of a write and invalidate transaction 
and we are not granted the bus anymore we cannot release the bus directly as 
we would have done with a normal write. We have guaranteed that we will 
deliver a whole cache line and we must do so. In other words we must 
complete the current cache line we are transferring and then give up ownership 
of the bus. 

There are even more different read commands. Memory read which is normally 
used when only a small amount of data is to be read. Memory read line which 
normally is used when you need a couple of cache lines of data. And finally 
memory read multiple which normally is used when performing large data 
transfers. 

2.6.4 Data transfers 
A data transfer on the bus is often referred to as a transaction. A transaction can 
be of variable length and as we will see it is an advantage to keep the 
transactions longer in order to better utilize the available bandwidth. We will 
now look a bit closer on a write transfer, read transfers are similar and are 
therefore left out. 

Each transfer consists of one address phase and one data phase. The address 
phase is always one clock cycle long while the data phase is of variable length. 
Not only because a different number of bytes may be transferred but since both 
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the master and the target may insert wait states if the transfer is going too fast 
for them. However most modern devices are capable of zero wait state 
transfers, boosting performance. In addition to this one empty clock cycle must 
be inserted between every transaction. So a device writing data using single 
back to back writes without any wait states would use the PCI bus in the 
following way: 

 
Figure 12 – Utilization of the PCI bus with single writes. 

As we can see we only have an actual data transfer every third clock cycle, 
yielding only 44MB/s at 33MHz and 4 bytes per data transfer. And in read 
mode the situation is even worse since a turnaround cycle is needed between 
the address phase and the data phase. This is needed since the initiator drives 
the address and the target drives the data. If we did not have the turnaround 
cycle we would risk that both devices try to drive the same line simultaneously. 

A device using burst transfers with zero wait states would instead be using the 
bus in the following way: 

 
Figure 13 – Utilization of the PCI bus using burst writes. 

As we can se a much more appealing way of using the bus. Now we have a 
data transfer in every clock cycle except in the address phase. Say that we 
transfer our data in 32 long burst cycles. Thereafter we initiate a new 
transaction also 32 cycles long and so on. We would then reach an effective 
data rate of 12441033 6

17
16 ≈⋅⋅⋅ MB/s at 33 MHz and 4 byte at each data phase. 

As comparison a full gigabit link would require aproximately123 MB/s in half 
duplex so even if we have exclusive access to the PCI bus at all times it would 
be very hard to achieve full throughput using a 33 MHz 32 bit wide PCI bus. 

2.6.5 Higher performance 
Luckily the PCI bus is also available at a 66 MHz version, although this 
version is not as common as the 33 MHz version. With a bus speed of 66 MHz 
there is no problem of meeting the performance for a half duplex gigabit line 

Adr Data Data DataDataDataDataData Data 

Adr Adr AdrData Data Data
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but with a full duplex line we would be balancing on the same edge as we were 
in the example above. However there is also a 64 bit wide version of the bus 
and running at 66 MHz with a width of 64 bit there should not be any problem 
to meet the required speed. 

2.6.6 Transactions in detail 
We will now show more in detail how the PCI bus works, to illustrate this we 
will show a burst write on the bus in figure 14. The transaction involves five 
data transfers and two wait states. 

 
Figure 14 – A write transaction on the PCI bus. 

During the first clock cycle the initiator asserts FRAME to indicate the start of 
the transaction. The initiator also presents an address and a command onto the 
A/D and C/BE bus respectively. The address phase is one clock cycle long so 
during cycle two the initiator stops driving the address and instead starts to 
drive data onto the bus together with information on the C/BE bus about which 
bytes that are subject for transfer. The IRDY signal is used to indicate that the 
initiator is ready to transfer data. 

The target who sampled the address on clock two is now asserting DEVSEL to 
claim transaction and TRDY to indicate that it is ready to accept data. A data 
transfer will then occur on clock three since both IRDY and TRDY are 
asserted. 

DATA1 and DATA2 are transferred with zero wait states. But as you can see 
DATA 3 is not. The target has deasserted TRDY so no data transfers can take 
place on clock five and six. So DATA 3 will be transferred on clock seven. 

We then have another transfer at clock eight and after that we notice that the 
initiator deasserts the FRAME signal. This indicates that the final data phase of 
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the transaction is about to come. On clock nine the transfer is finished and the 
initiator deasserts IRDY and the target deasserts TRDY and DEVSEL. Now 
the bus is in idle state and another master with GNT asserted may initiate a 
new transfer. 

Please note that even though we only show how the target inserted wait states 
in the timing diagram the initiator is also allowed to do so by deasserting the 
IRDY signal. 

2.6.7 Configuration 
Every PCI device has a configuration space of 256 bytes, where the first 64 
bytes contain a set of predefined required and optional registers. These 
registers can be seen in figure 15 and contains information such as vendor id, 
device id and IRQ line. 

 
Figure 15 – Overview of the first 64 bytes of the configuration space [2]. 

Amongst these registers the following are the most interesting: 

Vendor and device id are among other things used by the driver to determine if 
it is capable of controlling the device.  

The cache line register contains the length of the host computers cache line in 
double words. This information is for example needed when implementing 
write and invalidate. 
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The latency timer register contains the minimum value, in PCI clock cycles, 
that the master is granted bus access. 

The base address registers are used if the device implements its own memory 
or I/O decoders, which virtually all devices do [3]. 

The IRQ line and IRQ pin registers contains the assigned interrupt number and 
pin. 
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2.7 WISHBONE SoC bus 
WISHBONE is a specification of a SoC (System on Chip) bus that allows 
different IP cores to be connected through a common interface. The wishbone 
specification allows for different data widths of the bus and is capable of both 
little- and big endian transfers.  

The WISHBONE bus operates in a master/slave architecture and supports 
different sets of bus protocols such as read/write, block and RMW (read 
modify write) cycles. The specification uses separate data and address buses. 
This has the advantage of eliminating the need for a separate address phase, 
thus increasing throughput. The specification also has support for user defined 
tags. Tags can be used for appending extra information about the current 
transfer. 

The specification also allows multiple masters on the same bus, therefore it is 
necessary to ensure that two masters are not accessing the bus at the same time. 
The method for doing this is not specified in the WISHBONE specification and 
is thus up to the IP core designer to choose an appropriate solution. 

The WISHBONE standard is available in the public domain without any 
copyright restrictions and can therefore be used freely. At opencores.org you 
can find several public domain IP Cores implementing the wishbone bus, so 
the use of this bus will most probably increase in the future. [14] 
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3 Development tools 
This chapter describes both the development hardware and the tools used 
during the development of the Ethernet adapter. 

The hardware is developed on a Virtex II -1500 Avnet development board with 
a Xilinx FPGA. The code is written in Verilog, the tool for synthesis, place & 
route and bit stream generation is the Xilinx made ISE. For simulation 
Modelsim has been used and for real time debugging the tool Chipscope was 
used. 

The Linux device driver was written for the specific version 2.6.16 of the 
Linux kernel. The programming language for device drivers are C and the 
compiler used is the GCC compiler. 

Each tool is described further below. 

3.1 Virtex II – Avnet Development Board 
The Avnet Development Board used is equipped with a XC2V1500 FPGA 
which has 1.5 Million System Gates. The development board has onboard 
oscillators operating in the 40, 50 and 125 MHz region. An overview of the 
board can be seen in figure 16. Other features are: 
 

• 133 MHz, 128 MB DDR SDRAM DIMM 
• 8 MB FLASH  
• PCI/PCI-X interface  
• RS232 Serial Port  
• AvBus 140-pin I/O expansion connectors 
• 8 DIP switches 
• 2 Push-buttons 
• 8 LEDs 
• JTAG interface 
 

One of the AvBus expansion connectors is used for an add-on card giving 
access to an Ethernet physical interface. The RS232 serial port has been 
frequently used during development for debugging, i.e. for monitoring the PCI 
bus. 
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Figure 16 – An overview of the Avnet development board. 

3.2 ISE 
ISE is a synthesis, place & route and bit stream generation tool made by Xilinx. 
The version used was ISE 8.1i for linux.    

3.3 ModelSim 
ModelSim is a simulation and debug tool for ASIC and FPGA designs. It 
supports multiple languages including Verilog, SystemVerilog, VHDL and 
SystemC. The tool is extensively used during the development cycles of ASIC 
and FPGA design. 

3.4 Chipscope  
ChipScope allows you to inserts logic analyzers, bus analyzers, and Virtual I/O 
low-profile software cores directly into your design, allowing you to view any 
internal signal or node during real-time operation of your design. Captured 
signals can then be analyzed in the ChipScope Pro Logic Analyzer tool.  

3.5 GCC  
GCC is a compiler that is the standard compiler used in many Unix-like 
operating systems, such as Linux, BSD and Mac OS X. The compiler is also 
used frequently by software projects that need to be compiled on different 
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hardware. By using GCC the same parser is used, instead of different native 
compilers, thus the code has an increased chance of compiling correctly on all 
hardware. The version used was GCC 4.0.2. 
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4 Hardware design and implementation 
In figure 17 an overview of the hardware design can be seen. The design 
consists of four main parts. The PCI to WISHBONE bridge, the transmit unit, 
the receive unit and the physical interface to the IEEE 802.3 network. Bus 
speeds are also present. 

Note that all the state machines go to their IDLE state when the global reset 
signal is asserted. 

 
Figure 17- Overview of the hardware design. 

4.1 Wishbone bus handling 
As we can see in figure 17 both the TX and the RX module has its 
WISHBONE slave interface connected to the same master interface and their 
master interfaces are both connected to the same slave interfaces. This is a 
simplification. In reality there is an address decoder in action on the PCI bridge 
master interface to RX/TX slave interface that inspects address bits 14 and 15 
to determine what module that the PCI bridge wants to talk to. The address 
encoder sets the appropriate strobe signal and this works well since a slave may 
only respond to interaction on the WB bus if its strobe signal is asserted [14]. 
The RX/TX master interface to the PCI bridge slave interface is faced with 
another problem. The fact that we have two masters on a shared bus means that 
we must be very careful not to access the bus simultaneously. We have solved 
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this issue by using an arbiter (available at opencores.com) that hands out bus 
access using a round robin algorithm. 

4.2 Opencores PCI Bridge 
The PCI Bridge that we have used in our project is an open source bridge that 
can be found at opencores.org. The PCI bridge acts as a bridge between the 
PCI bus of the computer and a WISHBONE SoC bus. 

 

 
Figure 18 – Overview of the opencore PCI bridge [15]. 
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In figure 18 we can see the architecture of the PCI bridge. It consists of two 
independent parts. One that handles all the transactions originating from the 
PCI bus and one that handles the transactions originating from the 
WISHBONE bus. 

The bridge is also independent of the bus speed that is used both on the PCI 
side and on the WISHBONE side. This independence is accomplished by using 
four asynchronous FIFO’s. 

The bridge is designed so you do not have to have any knowledge of how the 
PCI bus really works and can concentrate on the main design. While this works 
well in theory you will need some knowledge of the PCI protocol in order to 
use the core in an efficient way in a real design. Especially when you are using 
the PCI core as a bus master. 

4.2.1 Typical transaction on the WB side of the PCI bridge 
In figure 19 we illustrate a typical write transaction on the WB bus in the way 
we use it in our design. The cab_o signal is used to indicate to the PCI bridge 
that we are performing a burst write. This signal is kept high while we transfer 
the actual packet. As can be seen we also transfer two additional data words 
using single writes. This is because the addresses are not adjacent with the 
packet data addresses. The data transferred is the checksum, length and index 
number. Every transfer is acknowledged by the ack_i signal. The sel_o signal 
is used to indicate valid bytes. The we_o signal indicates that we are 
performing a write transfer and the cyc_o signal indicates that a transfer is in 
progress. The stb_o signal is used to control which target that should be 
activated and respond to the transaction. 

 
Figure 19 – A typical write of a very short packet to the PCI bridge over the WB bus. 

4.2.2 Performance issues encountered with the PCI Bridge 
In order to efficiently use the PCI bus it is essential to use long burst 
transactions. However if we load the outgoing FIFO with more data than can 
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be written the bridge will automatically end the transaction and tell us to come 
back later. However, new data is almost immediately accepted again and since 
we write faster to the FIFO than we read from it in 33MHz mode, it will be full 
again very shortly thereafter. This means that we will only get very short 
transactions in the queue after a while and this will make things even worse, 
since many small transactions take longer time to process than one big. We will 
then read even slower from the FIFO and virtually never recover from the issue 
once we get there. This design flaw dramatically reduces the performance of 
the PCI bus and is totally unacceptable for a high speed device such as a 
gigabit Ethernet card. 

Luckily this problem was rather easy to deal with once the issue was identified. 
Our solution is to still tell the writing unit to back off when the queue is full but 
we do not end the transaction. Instead we leave the transaction open so that 
when more data are accepted we append it to the current transaction instead of 
staring a new one, and we do so until we have a transaction of acceptable 
length. We also tried another fix proposed on the Opencores PCI bridge 
mailing list. This method simply refuses to accept any more data until the FIFO 
has enough space to accept a transaction of acceptable space. Both these 
methods greatly increased the performance however the best average 
performance was achieved with our implementation. For detailed results see 
chapter 7.  

 

4.3 RX module. 

 
Figure 20- Overview of the RX module. 
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The receive (RX) module seen in Figure 20 is responsible for receiving packets 
from the Ethernet interface and deliver them to the network driver in the host 
computer via the PCI bus. 

The RX module consists of two main parts. The control part, which is the 
modules brain and the input part, which transforms the 8bit long data parts 
delivered at 125MHz from the physical interface into 32bit data parts at 
40MHz using a Xilinx asynchronous FIFO [10]. 

The asynchronous FIFO is needed since the data has to pass through a clock 
domain change. In order to resolve the problem of guaranteeing that all bits 
change at the same time when crossing clock domains you can either use 
handshaking with registered inputs or an asynchronous FIFO. We have chosen 
the latter since handshaking would impose extra duty cycles.  

4.4 RX input 
The input module acts as a bridge between two different clock domains. One is 
the 40MHz domain in which basically all our design operates and the other 
domain is the 125MHz domain that the gigabit physical interface delivers the 
data in. the physical interface signals that is has valid data and we can then start 
to sample the data. The first thing that must be done is to remove the preamble. 
And as soon as the packet start is found we start building 32bit data blocks. 
When we have one available we insert it together with some control 
information into the FIFO. The control information indicates for example if it 
is the start of the packet, the end of the packet, or just packet data. 

The RX input module also verifies the FCS (Frame Check Sequence) which is 
a CRC32 value of the Ethernet frame. Since the FCS is the last part of the 
frame a bad packet cannot be discarded here (RX control has already started to 
process it) we simply set the FIFO command to indicate that the frame is 
invalid and the RX control drops the packet. 
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4.5 RX control 

Figure 21 – Overview of the RX control module. 

The control part itself consists mainly of two finite state machines which 
communicate over a shared packet queue. The first state machine retrieves 
packet data from the input module and, if room’s available, stores the packet in 
one of 16 packet buffers. The Second state machine constantly monitors the 
memory and as soon as there is a full packet ready it begins the transfer of the 
packet, via the PCI bridge, to the network driver utilizing full DMA. Apart 
from the raw packet data some additional information has to be transferred as 
well. 

This additional information is the length of the packet measured in bytes. And 
the packet checksum, calculated as the ones complement sum over all 16bit 
parts of the transport layer packet, including any headers. The checksum 
module is controlled from the packet receiver state machine. It constantly 
monitors the FIFO to search for a new packet and after one has been found it 
waits until the Ethernet frame has been removed and starts to calculate the 
checksum. The checksum is then stored in a memory waiting to be read from 
the packet writer state machine. The details of the checksum module can be 
found in section 4.6. 

Since we do not make any unnecessary copying of the packet in our driver we 
cannot write packet data to a predefined area in the host computers RAM 
memory. Instead we have to be able to write every single packet to where the 
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driver has preallocated a skb1 for it. The second state machine is therefore also 
required to read the start addresses for packets from the driver. The driver pre 
allocates up to 1024 packet buffers and stores the start addresses. Once the RX 
module is getting low on available buffers, and does not have a packet to 
process, it gathers more buffer pointers from the driver. If it currently has 
packets to process it waits until every single buffer is used until it gathers new 
buffer pointers from the driver. As you might imagine this is a potentially 
dangerous situation since we cannot write a packet at the same time as we fetch 
buffer pointers. To avoid unnecessary packet loss we employ 16 buffer 
memories that can store a full packet each. These memories are also needed to 
even out the load on the PCI bus since we cannot expect to have full access to 
the computers shared PCI bus at all times and we may also have a TX packet 
that needs the PCI bus. 

 

                                                 
1 Skb is a socket buffer in Linux. It contains packets and control information about them. 
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4.5.1 In depth view of the packet receiver state machine 

 
Figure 22 – Overview of the packet receiver state machine. The Cx identifies the condition for 
the state transfer to take place. 
C1 Stay in IDLE as long as the incoming FIFO is empty. 
C2 Move to MAC VERIFY 1 if we get incoming data and we have at least one free buffer. 
C3 Stay if the FIFO is empty and wait for more data to arrive. 
C4 FLUSH packet if we detect faulty MAC address or wrong FIFO command. 
C5 Go to MAC VERIFY 2 if the first part of the MAC address was correct. 
C6 Stay if the FIFO is empty and wait for more data to arrive. 
C7 FLUSH packet if the second part of the MAC address is wrong. 
C8 Move to the PAYLOAD state if we have a valid MAC address. 
C9 Stay in FLUSH state until we have consumed the whole packet. 
C10 Stay if the FIFO is empty and wait for more data to arrive. 
C11 Move to IDLE state when the whole packet is saved. 
C12 Move to IDLE state when the whole packet is flushed. 
C13 If we do not have any free buffers we must FLUSH the packet. 
C14 We FLUSH the packet if we have an error in the FCS field. 
 

The state machine seen in figure 22 is pretty straightforward. We start in the 
IDLE state and as soon as the FIFO becomes non-empty we look for a free 
onboard packet buffer. If one is not found we drop the current packet and 
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update the statistics accordingly. Dropping a packet is done by going to the 
FLUSH state. There we wait until all the packet data of the current packet has 
been consumed and afterwards we go back to the IDLE state and start to wait 
for another packet to arrive. 

There are two reasons why the packet buffers can be full. The first one is that 
the 1024 buffers we have in ram are all full plus our 16 onboard memories. The 
second reason is that we receive packets faster then we can get rid of them 
through the PCI bus and therefore filling up our onboard packet buffers. This is 
the most likely reason. However our state machine can differentiate between 
the two cases and report statistics for each one of them. 

After we have found a packet buffer to use we check so that the packet has a 
valid MAC address. This is done in MAC VERIFY 1 and 2. We need two 
states for this operation since the MAC address is 48bits long and the input 
data to the state machine is only 32bit wide. The MAC addresses that we 
accept by default are the broadcast address i.e. all ones, and the MAC address 
associated with the NIC. However we can set the card in promiscuous mode 
and then we will accept all packets regardless of what MAC address they have. 
In case we get an invalid MAC address we drop the packet and start to monitor 
for a new one to arrive. 

After we have found a valid packet we simply load the packet buffer with data 
in the PAYLOAD state until the packet is fully consumed. However there are 
four different possible endings. This is because an Ethernet packet does not 
have any restrictions in length besides a minimum and a maximum length 
while our packet buffers cannot be addressed at byte level, only at long word (4 
bytes) level. Special care has to be taken at the end to ensure that we do not 
loose any data or end up adding junk data to the packet tail. 

When the whole packet has been processed we notify the second state machine 
that a new buffer has been filled with valid packet data. 

Please note that every state has a loop in it. This is because the input FIFO is 
asynchronous so we do not know when the data is ready to be read. We 
therefore have to check that the FIFO is nonempty in every state before we 
read any data and if it is empty we check again in the next clock cycle. 

There is also a sixth state not mentioned above or in the picture. This is 
because it would only complicate the description without adding any value. 
The missing state is the ERROR state. We get there as soon as a critical error is 
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detected. Currently we never leave that state but one could implement an error 
recovery scheme later. 

4.5.2 In depth view of the packet writer state machine 

 
Figure 23 – Overview of the packet writer state machine. The Cx identifies the condition for the 
state transfer to take place. 
C1 Stay in IDLE as long as we do not have any packet to write and we have addresses in
 storage. 
C2 Go to the GO state if we have addresses and at least one packet to write to RAM. 
C3 We stay in GO until the whole packet is written to RAM. 
C4 When the packet data is written we go to the WRITE METADATA state. 
C5 If an error is received from the WB bus we move to the ERROR state. 
C6 If an error is received from the WB bus we move to the ERROR state. 
C7 After the metadata has been written we move on to the WRITE INDEX state. 
C8 If we should not write metadata now we need to end the write cycle in the END state. 
C9 When the cycle is ended we move to IDLE. 
C10 When the write cycle is completed we need to end the cycle in the END state. 
C11 If an error is received from the WB bus we move to the ERROR state. 
C12 After the error is handled we move back to the IDLE state. 
C13 If an error is received from the WB bus we move to the ERROR state. 
C14 If we are completely out of addresses or if we do not have any packet to send and only a
 few addresses left we move to the GET MORE ADDRESSES state. 
C15 After we have gotten all addresses or we have gotten some and we have a packet to take
 care of we move to the IDLE state. 
C16 Stay until we get all addresses of we have gotten some and we have a new packet to take
 care of. 
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This state machine is a bit bigger and a bit more complicated. In the first state 
we check that we have packet buffers available in RAM. If we do not we do 
not care whether we have a packet to handle or not and we go to the GET 
MORE ADDRESSES state. More information about this state follows below. 
If we do have available buffers we check if we have a packet to process. If that 
is the case we start to process the packet in the GO state otherwise we go to 
GET MORE ADDRESSES state in the case we only have a few packet buffers 
left. This will minimize the delay caused by the lack of addresses. If we have a 
sufficient amount of buffers we simply stay in the IDLE state waiting for a new 
packet to arrive. 

When we start to process the packet in the GO state we must first request the 
use of the PCI bridge. Note that this will not request the PCI bus, only our PCI 
controller. We then start to write the packet into the PCI bridge for transfer to 
the hosts packet buffer in RAM. After the packet has been written we save the 
length and the checksum of the packet for later transfer. The idea here is to be 
able to transfer this extra data in chunks so we do not need to use the PCI bus 
for unnecessary small transactions. This happens in the WRITE METADATA 
state. However this optimization is not implemented yet so the metadata state 
will currently only write metadata for one packet at a time. We then move on to 
the WRITE INDEX state. Here we write the index of the last packet that has 
got its metadata written to RAM. The number of the packet is needed so the 
driver knows how many packets it may process before it starts to process junk 
data. When the PCI transaction is complete we need to let go of the PCI bridge. 
This is done in the END state. From the END state we always go back to the 
IDLE state. As you can see there is also an ERROR state. We can get there 
from every state that uses the PCI bridge if something unexpected is 
happening. If we get an error from the bridge we handle it by terminating all 
transactions dropping the packet we currently are working on and start over 
with the next packet in the packet queue. 

4.5.2.1 The GET MORE ADDRESSES state 
The idea here is to get all the available buffer pointers or get as many as we can 
before we must start to handle a packet. However only getting maybe one or 
two addresses each time would be a total waste of the PCI bus so we ensure 
that we always get atleast 32 buffer pointers before we give up and start to 
process packets. 
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We handle our addresses by a number of control signals. We keep track of the 
last one used and the driver sends us the last one allocated once the driver has 
allocated new buffers. So with those two pointers we can determine how many 
buffers we currently have available. This number can be less than the actual 
number if the driver has not notified us about a new allocation but we can 
never use an unallocated buffer this way. 

4.5.3 Interrupt handling 
The RX control has a special interrupt handling routine to offload the host 
computer as much as possible. This routine is optimized for data rates 
exceeding 500Mbit/s. It works like this: An interrupt is only generated if we 
have delivered five or more packets to the driver of if we have delivered less 
than five and we have not received any additional packets for a predefined 
amount of time. Interrupts are only generated while we are allowed to. The 
driver may disable interrupts and move over to polling mode to further reduce 
the interrupt load on the host machine at high data rates so the processor does 
not have to spend time checking interrupts but instead can do what is needed to 
process packets. 

4.6 RX checksum module 
The checksum module has 16 internal registers in which it stores the checksum 
for the corresponding packet buffer. So when the packet writer state machine is 
about to write a packet it assigns the packet buffer index to an input signal and 
can, in the next clock cycle, read the correct checksum from an output. 

In order to have these memories inside the checksum module it monitors the 
packet receiver state machine to find out in what buffer the packet is being 
stored in. The packet receiver state machine also provides information about 
how many bytes that have been received so far through a counter mechanism. 
This makes it possible for the checksum module to determine when the 
Ethernet frame has ended and when the payload starts. The state machine also 
provides information about the ending in the last FIFO row. Together with this 
information and the knowledge that the last four bytes are FCS we can ignore 
those bytes so that our checksum only is calculated on the data part in the 
Ethernet frame. For more information about how the checksum is calculated 
and how Linux wants the checksum delivered please read section 2.5.3 
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4.7 TX module 
This section will describe the TX-part, which essentially works this way:  The 
host computer updates an index pointer to a ring buffer to the TX. The TX 
module then starts DMA-fetching these entries, containing a checksum field 
and pointers to the data for each packet to be sent. For each packet it DMA-
fetches the packet data and sends it to the physical interface. This is iterated 
until all the packets in the entries are sent. 

 
Figure 24 – Overview of the TX module. 

 
The TX block is divided into 4 sub-blocks, as can be seen in Figure 24. The 
four blocks will be described more in detail below. The ETHER_TX block is 
also built by two sub-blocks, ETHER_FIFO and ETHER_SEND_CRC. When 
the host computer updates the ring buffer pointer there are new packets to 
process and the TX module starts requesting PCI access. When granted it starts 
fetching the entries in the ring buffer containing pointers to the packets that 
will be sent, this structure is described later in this chapter. The entries are 
temporarily stored in a memory in ETH_TX_CTRL, so that the card can start 
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fetching packet data. After a packet has been fully fetched and sent to a packet 
buffer in ETHER_TX_WB it is transferred to the ETHER_TX and from there 
to the PHYSICAL_INTERFACE. An interrupt is sent over the PCI bus to the 
host computer when all the packets are sent. When the packets are sent the TX 
state machine goes back to the idle state and waits until the next time the ring 
buffer pointer is updated.  

4.8 ETH_TX CTRL 
ETH_TXCTRL contains the controller state machines and is connected to the 
PCI_BRIDGE through two different Wishbone buses. Two buses are needed 
since the PCI core is divided into two independent parts as described in section 
4.2. 

There is one state machine, called the fetching state machine, responsible for 
fetching the packet data from the host computer. The data is stored in such a 
way that we first have to fetch some ring buffer entries into an onboard 
memory before fetching the actual packet data. The state machine and related 
data structure are described in more detail in sections 4.8.1 and 4.8.2. 

The other state machine, called the transmitting state machine, is responsible 
for sending completely fetched packets that are stored in the MEM block used 
as a ring buffer, able to store up to 8 packets. This state machine is described in 
section 4.8.3. 

The fetching and sending state machines communicate through read and write 
pointers to the ring buffer in the MEM block containing packet data. The 
fetching state machine controls the write-pointer and the sending state machine 
controls the read pointer. 
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4.8.1 Data structure 
Figure 25 shows the data structure used in the Linux driver for packet data. The 
data is scattered around in memory and is not consistent. This is done to 
minimize copying higher up in the kernel and will save CPU time. The driver 
therefore builds up tables that can be fetched through DMA transfers from the 
network card.  

 
Figure 25 – Overview of the data structure used for transmitting scattered packets 

We have a ring buffer, called the base table, with 1024 positions. Each packet 
starts with a Checksum field, used for checksum offloading, and one or several 
pairs of partial packet address and length fields. The length fields first bit is 
used as flag to mark if there are more entries for the packet (cont) or if it is the 
end of the packet (EOP). 
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4.8.2 In depth view of the fetching state machine 

 
Figure 26 - States in the fetching state machine. The Cx identifies the condition for the state 
transfer to take place.  

C1 Stay in IDLE as long as no new entries in the base table exist. 
C2 Move to READ_BASE_TABLE when there are entries in the base table. 
C3 Stay as long as there is more entries to fetch from the host computer. 
C4 Go to READ_CHECK_SUM when all the entries are fetched. 
C5 Go to READ_IDLE when all the local base table entries are consumed. 
C6 Go to READ_CHECK_SUM when there is more packets in the base table 
 and the current packets last partial packet data is fetched. 
C7 Go to PROCESS_TABLE immediately. 
C8 Stay in READ_PARTIAL_PACK_DATA as long as there is more packet data to
 fetch from the host computer. 
C9 Go to PROCESS_TABLE when the partial packet data is fetched. 
C10 Go to READ_PARTIAL_PACK_LENGTH when there are more packets to take 
 care of 
C11 Go to READ_PARTIAL_PACK_DATA immediately.  
 
 

The fetching state machine, seen in Figure 26, starts in the READ_IDLE state 
until it receives a command with an offset pointer to the base table, described 
earlier. It then goes to the READ_BASE_TABLE state where it fetches the 
new valid entries in the computers base table and stores the entries in onboard 
memory. Thereafter the state switches to the READ_CHECK_SUM state, 
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where the checksum field can be processed when checksum offloading is 
implemented. The PROCESS_TABLE is then reached, the state detects that 
there is packet data to fetch and goes to the 
READ_PARTIAL_PACK_LENGTH state. This state checks the EOP flag and 
stores the flag and the length in registers and then switches to the 
READ_PARTIAL_PACK_DATA. This state fetches the partial packet data 
and then returns to the PROCESS_TABLE state. If the EOP flag is set we 
know that all the packet data is fetched, and we increase the packet buffer 
write-pointer, explained in 4.9. If not there is more data to fetch and the 
READ_PACK_LENGTH state is initiated again. When the EOP flag is set (the 
packet is consumed), we determine if there are more packets to fetch or not by 
checking if the locally stored base table is iterated through or not. If it is we go 
to the READ_IDLE state otherwise we go to the READ_CHECK_SUM state 
as described above. 

4.8.3 In depth view of the transmitting state machine 

 
Figure 27 - States in the transmitting state machine. The Cx identifies the condition for the state 
transfer to take place.  

C1 Stay in IDLE as long as write and read pointers are equal. 
C2 Go to STARTING when write and read pointers are unequal. 
C3 Go to SENDING immediately. 
C4 Stay in SENDING as long as there is more packet data to send. 
C5 Go to IDLE when there is no more packet data to send. 

The packet sending state machine, seen in Figure 27, checks if the packet buffer 
read-pointer  is different than the write-pointer, and if it is, the buffer contain 
packets and it starts transmitting those to the ETHER_TX module. The packet 
buffer has 8 positions and is also used as the three highest memory address bits 
for the MEM block, described below, to get a suitable segmentation of the 
memory. When a packet is transmitted the read pointer is increased and if it is 
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equal to the write-pointer we wait in the IDLE state until we have more packets 
to send. 

4.9 MEM 
This is a simple memory block that contains eight block rams and no logic. The 
memory has two ports and can be read and written to at the same time.  The 
memory is used as a packet buffer for storing the packet data before sending it 
to the ETHER_TX. The memory is built up by eight memory blocks wherein 
two blocks can be active at the same time, one for reading and one for writing. 
This way packet data can be simultaneously fetched from the computer and 
sent to the FIFO in ETHER_TX. It is through the read and write pointers of 
this memory that the fetching and transmitting state machines communicate. 

4.10 ETHER_TX 
The ETHER_TX module, seen in Figure 28, is the interface between the 
physical hardware and the rest of the circuit. ETHER_TX gets control signals 
from ETH_TX_CTRL and also sends out validation signals to the same block. 
ETHER_TX is it in itself divided into several sub blocks as seen below. 

 

 
Figure 28 – Overview of the blocks inside ETHER_TX 

The ETHER_FIFO goes through the 40MHz to 125MHz clock domain barrier 
and is an asynchronous FIFO. The data for the FIFO is fetched from the MEM 
block when issued a tx_we from the ETHER_TX_CTRL block. When the data 
is sent correctly tx_ok is enabled.  

The ETHER_SEND_CRC contains control logic for interfacing the add-on 
card, also known as the PHYSICAL_INTERFACE. This module is also 
responsible for adding the CRC checksum into the FCS field.  
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4.11 Physical Interface 
The physical interface consists of an add-on card for the Virtex-II Avnet 
development board. The add-on card is interfaced through an Avnet specific 
bus, called AvBus. The features of the add-on card are: 

• 64 Mbyte SDRAM 
• 16 Mbyte FLASH 
• 1 Mbyte SRAM 
• 10/100/1000 Ethernet physical interface 
• IrDA 
• USB 2.0 
• PC Card 

We only use the 10/100/1000 Ethernet ability, but the memory and USB port 
adds interesting options for future development, especially the FLASH and 
SDRAM memories. 

 
Figure 29 – Overview of the Ethernet parts on the add-on card. 

This block diagram in Figure 29 only shows the Ethernet part of the add-on 
card, as this is the only functionality that is used. The card communicates with 
the development board through two 8-bit busses. 

The interesting signals that are used for communication with the Ethernet PHY 
are: 

• Tx_data_bus 
An eight bit data bus. 

• Tx_enable 
Signals that data is valid. 

• Tx_clk 
A 125 MHz reference clock created on the FPGA. 
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• Rx_data_valid 
Signals that data is valid. 

• Rx_data_bus 
An eight bit data bus. 

• Rx_clk 
A 125MHz data receive clock created by the PHY. 
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5 Linux Driver 
This chapter will describe the fundamentals of the Linux driver used with the 
Ethernet card. The structures and API calls that are needed to build a functional 
driver are described. For the most central methods flowcharts are included. A 
list of the most important functions for handling socket buffers, memory and 
PCI/DMA mappings are listed in the end of the chapter. 

5.1 API 
A Linux Ethernet (net device) driver must consist of a set of methods that will 
be called by the kernel [2].A structure containing shared resources, such as 
buffers, index pointers etc, is also needed. These functions and the structure we 
use in our driver are: 
int (*open)(struct net_device *dev); 

This method opens the interface and is called upon as soon as the 
interface is activated. The method performs setup that the device requires, 
turns on the hardware and registers the system resources needed, i.e. I/O 
ports, IRQ, DMA etc. 

 
int (*stop)(struct net_device *dev); 

This method stops the interface and is the counterpart of the open 
method. Everything allocated and set up in the open method should be 
reversed here. The method is for example called when the interface is 
brought down by ifconfig. 

 
int (*hard_start_xmit)(struct sk_buff *skb, 

 struct net_device *dev, unsigned short type, 

 void * daddr, void *saddr, unsigned len); 

Initiates transmission of a packet, the packet is contained inside a 
skb_buff structure which contains protocol information, headers, data and 
other information. 
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struct net_device_stats *(*get_stats)(struct net_device *dev); 

This method is called when applications, such as netstat or ifconfig, 
requests statistics about the interface.  

 
irqreturn_t (*irq)(int irq, void *dev_id, 

 struct pt_regs *regs); 

The interrupt method that is called and run in interrupt context. As usual 
an interrupt handler runs concurrently with other code, therefore 
concurrency control is vital [2]. 

 
int (*poll)(struct net_device *dev, int *quota); 

Method that needs to be provided by drivers that are NAPI compliant, 
meaning that the interface is operated in a polling mode with interrupts 
disabled. 

 
static int (*probe)(struct pci_dev *pdev, 

 const struct pci_device_id *id); 

This function is called by the PCI core when it has a struct pci_dev 
that it thinks the driver wants to control. If the driver claims the struct 
pci_dev that is passed to it. It initializes the device by registering 
facilities used by the module and tells the kernel that it is a net_device. It 
then enables the PCI bus and sets up the related memory regions and 
registers.  

 

 
void (*remove)(struct pci_dev *dev); 

This method will be called when the PCI core is unloading the driver 
from the kernel. 

struct enet_private 
Communication between different methods is done through a struct that 
we have defined ourselves. The struct contains buffers, index pointers, 
spinlocks and other central parts that that need to have shared access 
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between different methods and different calls of the same method. This 
structure is stored inside the device structure itself. 

5.2 Memory mapping for DMA 
In Linux the kernel uses virtual memory addresses but most hardware systems 
use physical addresses for bus addressing.  

For the hardware to be able to access the data structures residing in virtual 
memory space these structures have to be mapped to physical memory 
addresses. It is not sufficient to use simple address conversion methods since in 
some systems memory management units has to be programmed and bounce 
buffers may have to be used. There is also the problem with cache coherency. 
Therefore the generic DMA layer should be used [2].  

5.3 Data coherence during interrupts 
When processing interrupts special care must be taken since interrupts are 
directly connected but writes may have to wait for bus access before it can be 
completed. This is because writes takes several clock cycles to complete and 
there may be writes posted in FIFOs. If you are not careful you may process 
data you think are valid but in fact it has not yet been written to the host 
computer. 

According to the PCI specification a read forces all writes to be completed 
before the read is performed. Therefore a read could be used to ensure that all 
data is valid before processing the interrupt, this is called a dummy read. 
However, this will also induce increased latency. 

In our driver we do not use this technique because we want the keep the time 
spent in the interrupt routine to a minimum. To ensure that we never process 
invalid data we write the index of the last successful written packet to the host 
which the driver reads from local memory before processing any packets. The 
downside with this method is that we may get interrupt in which we have 
nothing to process. In this case we simply acknowledge the interrupt and 
continue with normal operation. This has been reduced by ensuring that at least 
five packets are written to the host before interrupting if we are under heavy 
load. In reality our own measurements show that we virtually never receive any 
interrupts that does not process any packets. 
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The TX part of the network interface does not suffer from this problem at all 
since it only reads data over the PCI bus. When it interrupts all the transactions 
needed are already completed. 

5.4 Flowcharts 
The methods covered by these flowcharts are the tx, irq and rx methods used in 
the driver. The other methods used do not have any particular program flow 
worth discussing. 

 

5.4.1 TX 
The hard_start_xmit method is responsible for sending out packets and its 
program flow is described in Figure 30 and in the text below. For more detailed 
data structure information check section 4.8.1. 
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Figure 30 – Program flow of the hard_start_xmit method. 

When the kernel has a packet to send it calls the hard_start_xmit method. As 
seen earlier in this chapter this method receives a pointer to a sk_buff structure 
which contains the packet data and information. The first thing we do when we 
enter the method is to call spin_lock_irqsave to take a spinlock. Thereafter we 
check and save the number of fragments that the sk_buff structure contains, 
this is used later in the flow. We then check if the tx_buffer is full, if it is we 
stop the queue, release the spinlock and return a failure. If the tx_buffer has 
enough space in it we save the sk_buff structure pointer in an array, this is used 
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later on when deallocating sent packets. We then encounter a for loop that 
creates a scatter gather structure iterating over the number of fragments in the 
packet. We then PCI map this structure so it is reachable through PCI transfers. 
The next step is to add the checksum field for the packet into the tx_buffer, see 
section 4.8.1 for data structure details. After the checksum there is another for 
loop that for the number of fragments enter a partial packet data pointer and a 
length field for each of them. When the last fragment length field is inserted 
into the tx_buffer we add the EOP (end of pointer) bit in the field, as you may 
recall this tells the card that this is the packets last data fragment. We now send 
the tx_buffer offset pointer to the card and release the spin lock. Lastly we 
return NETDEV_TX_OK to indicate to the kernel that we have taken 
responsibility over the packet. 

5.4.2 RX 
The poll method is used in this driver since we support polling mode. This 
method is called by the kernel and will then process all packets in the rx-buffer 
up to the quota or budget granted. 
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Figure 31 - Program flow of the poll method. 

There are two interesting index pointers in the flowchart in Figure 31, the 
currentptr and the end pointer. The currentptr is the head pointer and the end is 
a tail pointer of the skb_array, pointing out the part of the skb_array that 
contains received sk_buff structures that are ready to be passed on to the 
kernel.  
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The function starts by setting the quota to the minimum of the device quota 
(dev->quota) and the budget. The device quota is a device specific quota, i.e. 
the number of packets that are allowed to be processed in one call to the poll 
function, and the budget is the system quota distributed over several interfaces 
i.e. the total number of packets that all interfaces are allowed to deliver. 

After setting the quota we continue by checking if there are packets to take care 
of (end != currentptr) and that we have not exceeded the quota for the 
number of packets we can process (processed_packets < quota). We then 
check that we received a skb (sk_buff) at the end index pointer position of the 
rx_buffer, if not we have encountered an error.  

If there is an skb we first dma unmap it because the card is done writing to the 
buffer, thereafter we update the tail and len fields in the sk_buff struct, to 
contain the new data written by the card, by calling skb_put. Thereafter other 
attributes are set, such as if the checksum is done in hardware and the protocol 
type of the skb.  

We then notify the upper layer that there is a readily available skb by calling 
netif_receive_skb and increase processed_packets and the end index. 

This is done until the currentptr is equal to the end index pointer or the 
processed_packets have reached the quota. When this happens we call the 
allocate_skbs function, explained below, and update the currentptr again. We 
then check if the currentptr is unequal to the end index pointer, or the quota is 
reached again, since the card could have updated the currentptr so we have 
more packets to iterate through. If we do not have more packets or any more 
quota we adjust the budget and dev->quota by subtracting them with the 
processed_packets integer. Finally we check if the currentptr is equal to 
the end index pointer. If it is, we know that we have processed all the packets 
in the buffer and turn on interrupts again since no more polling is needed. If 
they are not equal we notify the kernel that it must call us again soon, since we 
have more packets to process. 

5.4.2.1 Allocate_skbs 
The allocate_skbs function is called by the poll method to allocate new 
sk_buffs. 
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Figure 32 - Program flow of the allocate_skb function. 

The allocate_skbs function, seen in Figure 32 starts by checking if the 
number of sk_buffs that can be allocated is larger than 128, this is done to 
offload the pci bus as every call to this function will result in a write to the card 
over the pci bus. It then iterates through the positions from the last_allocated 
index pointer to the end index pointer, at each iteration it tries to allocate an 
sk_buff, store this sk_buff pointer in a skb_array, set the sk_buff device 
register to this device and lastly to DMA map the sk_buff and save away the 
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DMA pointer. When the iteration is finished we write the updated 
last_allocated index to the card 

5.4.3 Irq 
The irq method is called when an interrupt of the assigned interrupt number is 
invoked. 

 
Figure 33 - Program flow of the irq method. 

When the irq method, illustrated in Figure 33, is called it reads the 
interrupt_status register from the card and checks if it was the card which 
interrupted. If it was the card it checks if it was the tx or rx part of the card that 
interrupted.  

If it was the tx part it takes a spin lock, turn of the tx interrupt from the card, it 
reads the irq_pointer. This is a pointer to the tail of the tx_buff buffer, i.e. the 
position of the last transmitted packet. It calls the unmap_tx function, 
explained below, with the irq_pointer as argument. It will unmap and free the 
transmitted packets and their scatter gather structures. Lastly it releases the spin 
lock. 
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If it was the rx part it just turns of the rx interrupt on the card and tells the 
kernel to start polling mode. 

Lastly it acknowledges the interrupt to the WB/PCI controller and returns 
IRQ_HANDLED. 

5.4.3.1 Unmap_tx 
The unmap_tx function called by the irq method is an unallocation function to 
unmap and free the already sent sk_buff and scatter gather structures. It is 
illustrated Figure 34. 

 
Figure 34 - Program flow of the unmap_tx function. 

The first thing to note is that the buff_tail is the tail pointer index of both the 
tx_skb and tx_buff arrays. So what we want to do is to unallocated all the 
buffer positions between the buff_tail pointer and the irq_point pointer as this 
is the positions of the already sent out packets. So we go through the tx_skb 
array with index between buff tail and irq_point, whenever the array position is 
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not equal to null we have data to free and unmap. After we have iterated 
through all positions we check if the tx sk_buff queue is stopped. If it is, we 
wake it up again since now we have more buffer space.  

5.5 Functions 
These functions are called and used throughout the driver, as they are not 
standard c library functions they are listed here with a short description for 
reference when reading the source code. For full syntax use read the kernel 
source code [16]. 

dma_unmap_single Unmap DMA mapped memory 

dma_map_single Map memory for DMA transfer 

ioremap Maps physical address to virtual kernel space 

iounmap Unmaps the ioremap mapping 

pci_free_consistent Free PCI mapped memory 

pci_alloc_consistent Allocate consistent PCI reachable memory 

pci_map_sg Map scatter gather struct for PCI reachable 
memory 

pci_unmap_sg Unmap the previous map 

skb_put  Update the tail and len field of sk_buff struct 

skb_shinfo Returns information structure about the SKB 

dev_kfree_skb_any Free a sk_buff from memory, in any context 

netif_receive_skb Notify upper layer that an skb is available 

netif_rx_complete Remove interface from the CPU poll list 

netif_queue_stopped Check if the transmission queue is stopped 

netif_wake_queue Pokes the networking system to make it start 
transmitting packets again 

netif_rx_schedule_prep Puts the device in a state ready to be added to the 
CPU polling list 

__netif_rx_schedule Put the device in the CPU polling list 

netif_start_queue Marks the device as being able to receive packets 
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netif_stop_queue Marks the device as being unable to receive 
packets 

pci_resource_start Get the start of one of the devices resources 

pci_resource_end Get the end of one of the devices resources 

pci_resource_len Get the length of one of the devices resources 

pci_resource_flags Get the flags of one of the devices resources 

pci_set_master Enables bus-mastering for device dev 

pci_enable_device Initialize device before it is used by a driver 

pci_release_regions Release reserved PCI I/O and memory resources 

pci_disable_device Disable PCI device after use 

register_netdev Register a network device 

free_netdev Free network device 

unregister_netdev Remove device from the kernel 

free_irq Free a previously requested IRQ# 

request_irq Request and get assigned a IRQ# 

spin_lock_init Initialize a spin lock 

spin_lock_irqsave Take a spinlock, the processor context is saved 

spin_unlock_irqrestore Release a spinlock, the saved context is restored 

sg_set_buf Creates a scatterlist structure from referenced 
buffer 

sg_dma_address Returns the dma address of the sg_struct 

sg_dma_len Returns the length of the sg_struct 
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6 Debugging and testing 
The debugging and testing of hardware and software have been one of the most 
time consuming parts in the thesis work, as both PCI buses and Linux kernel 
drivers are not easily debugged and needed more of a hands on approach. 

6.1 Hardware 
The testing of the hardware has consisted of three different methods, discussed 
below.  

6.1.1 Chipscope 
The live debugging of the actual hardware has been done with chipscope. The 
Chipscope program automatically inserts modules that trace your specified 
signals into your design. Thereafter you can set trigger conditions in the 
chipscope program and get waveforms during operation of your hardware. 
Chipscope uses the commonly used JTAG interface for communication with 
the modules during operation. This method has been the least frequently used 
one. 

6.1.2 RS232 Connection 
Another more simplified approach for live debugging of the PCI bus has also 
been used. By recording PCI transactions on an onboard memory and thereafter 
fetching them through a serial port on the Avnet board we have been able to 
get transaction listings of up to 2048 PCI transactions. The logic and program 
for this method was provided by our supervisor.  

6.1.3 Modelsim testbenching 
The test benches used in modelsim have simulated single, or a couple of, 
transactions on the PCI bus, and have not been a simulation of the entire 
system. The test benches have been used for finding design flaws and bugs in 
the Verilog code.  

6.2 Software 
The debugging of the driver has been a bit tricky, as the driver is run in kernel 
context and because the methods are called by the kernel itself there is no easy 
way to use a debugger. Another problem is that when the driver crashes, it can 
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cause the whole system to go down. Therefore the debugging has consisted of 
printing variables and program execution order to syslogd which in turn logged 
the values to a log file. With the help of the log file and inspecting the code 
bugs and program errors have been found and fixed. 

6.3 Problems we have encountered 
We have encountered several different types of bugs during the development 
process. Some of them were more difficult to find than others. We will list the 
more difficult ones and how we eventually found and solved them. 

6.3.1 PCI bridge 
One problem we encountered with the PCI bridge was the fact that you can 
specify valid numbers in the configuration file and still break the design. 
Unfortunately we discovered that by specifying a certain FIFO length to a 
value greater than three caused massive problems in the core. The reason is that 
this value is used in certain parts of the design and in other parts it was 
completely ignored. This had the effect that the design thought it had a bigger 
FIFO than it really had, leading to values being overwritten and resulting in 
something extremely difficult to debug. This bug was found after several 
weeks of extensive test benching and live debugging of the PCI bridge. 

6.3.2 RX 
When implementing DMA transfers for the RX unit we encountered problems 
with the stop conditions of the transfers. This resulted in that the card 
continued to write to the host computer indefinitely. This led to computer 
lockups since the system RAM was randomly altered and eventually even a 
corrupt hard drive. This bug was found through using the RS232 method 
described above. 

We also encountered problems when verifying the implementation of 
checksumming on the RX part of the card. This is because the kernel 
automatically recalculates the checksum if it is incorrect and does not notifiy 
the driver whether the provided checksum was correct or not. This was instead 
verified by the driver itself by calculating the checksum using reference c code 
obtained from RFC1071 [7] and comparing it to the hardware calculated 
checksum. 
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We had problems with packet losses even at low speeds for received packets. 
This was due to the kernel dropping the packets unexplainably. The debugging 
process consisted of a program sending packets with a sequence number. We 
could then easily verify that our driver received every sent packet. We then 
continued by adding sequence number detection code into the kernel itself. 
Thereby we could find the method responsible for dropping the packets. 
Unfortunately we could not see why it would drop the packets. The solution to 
the problem was to change kernel version from 2.6.15 to 2.6.16. 

6.3.3 TX 
The TX driver part also suffered from an unexplainable problem making it 
impossible to send two data streams at once. We never found the cause of this 
problem but due to this problem and some performance related issues we 
decided to rewrite a large part of the TX driver. After the redesign this error no 
longer occurred. 

During the development of the TX driver part we suffered a lot of system 
lockups. The method used for finding the cause of the lockups consisted of 
commenting out potential bad code and then adding it back line by line until 
the defective line was found.  

When we redesigned the TX parts of the driver the padding of minimum sized 
frames disappeared unnoticed since it was done in a method not used after the 
redesign. This problem was hard to find since the data sent on the PCI bus 
looked correct and we did not receive the frame on the other end since the 
switch dropped them since they were too small. This led us to believe it was a 
hardware failure when it actually was the driver and a lot of time was used to 
debug a non faulty hardware. The problem was found through code inspection 
and brain storming with our supervisor.  

When changing the TX from non dma to dma transfers we accidentally read 
too few memory positions than we needed. This was hard to detect since all the 
data occurred on the PCI bus because the PCI bridge prefetches data and later 
discards it if it was not requested. This problem was found through rewriting 
the test cases in the test bench. 
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7 Results 
In this chapter we present chip area utilization that have been extracted from 
our placed and routed design generated from ISE by a custom tool created by 
our supervisor. We also present network performance results obtained using 
Iperf with a large range of settings. 

7.1 Chip area 
On the top level the utilization looks like this: 
Module Used nr of LUTs Used number of 

flipflops 
Used number of 
block rams 

Top module 41 13 0 
PCI bridge 2250 1526 16 
Our main design 4982 1992 32 

Table 1 – Chip resources used. 

If we step in one more level we get the following result on the sub modules in 
or design. 
Module Used nr of LUTs Used number of 

flipflops 
Used number of 
block rams 

Local top module 767 0 0 
RX input 247 141 1 
RX control 2191 1023 20 
ETHER_TX 199 140 2 
TX control 1570 683 1 
TX mem 0 0 8 

Table 2 – Detailed view of the chip resources used. 

7.2 Network performance 
All benchmarks have been carried out by Iperf [17] and are the mean result 
over a period of 10 seconds. While 10 seconds might seem like a short time to 
measure it actually produces accurate results. Extending the time to 40 or 50 
seconds would only make an insignificant difference in the result. 

Every test has been carried out one time only due to the large number of tests. 
This could mean that a single value is misleading. However we find this 
unlikely mainly due to the fact that when we discovered an unexpected value 
we reran the test and never found the second test to deviate from the first. We 
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also made sure that the no unnecessary tasks were running on the hosts 
involved in the test. 

All tests have been carried out using three different versions of our network 
adapter. The different versions correspond to the different approaches to fix the 
write FIFO issue as described in section 4.2.2.  

7.3 Transmit 
The highest transmission speed that we achieved during transmission was 
approximately 450 Mbps. This was achieved using UDP and a 66 MHz PCI 
bus. Using TCP with a 66 MHz bus resulted in a slightly lower value at 
440Mbps. 

With a 33 MHz bus we achieved approximately 360Mbps and 320 Mbps using 
UDP and TCP respectively. 

These are the maximum values obtained and it should be noted that with 
certain settings we achieved drastically lower speeds.  

For more information and the complete test results see Appendix B . 

7.4 Receive 
The highest receiving speed achieved was approximately 950 Mbps with 
virtually no packet loss. This was achieved using UDP and a 66 MHz bus. It is 
worth noting here that this is significantly better than the 3Com reference board 
used. Using TCP at 66 MHz bus speed resulted in a maximum value of 870 
Mbps. The maximum data rate that the reference card achieved was 880 Mbps. 
However, when looking at the overall performance and not only the top values 
the reference card is the better one. 

With a 33 MHz bus we achieved approximately 700Mbps and 500 Mbps using 
UDP and TCP respectively. Using a 33 MHz bus clearly illustrates the write 
FIFO issue described in section 4.2.2. Without any fix we only achieve 200 
Mbps and 300 Mbps using UDP and TCP respectively. 

For more information and the complete test results see Appendix B . 
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8 Future work 
There are a number of things that can be developed further on this network 
adapter as well as new features that can be added. In this chapter we will 
describe some of those features. 

8.1 Checksum offloading for the transmit module 
Implementing this feature is critical in order to reach the full potential of the 
network card. The network card supports scatter gather I/O but the Linux 
kernel will not use this feature unless the checksum is offloaded. The reason 
for this is that if the packet checksum must be calculated it might as well copy 
the packet to a consecutive memory area at the same time. We have thought of 
this and prepared the design to take over this task. When we report to the Linux 
kernel that we support checksum offloading we will still get the pseudo 
checksum calculated for us. In addition to this an offset pointer that tells us 
where in the packet we should insert the calculated checksum is provided [2]. 
This technique allows for a very flexible design that can perform checksuming 
on most protocols that uses one’s complement check summing. The alternative 
to handle everything on the card would be much less flexible and more 
complex with almost no gains.  

The pseudo checksum and the offset pointer have space reserved for it in the 
packet pointer ring buffer. So the transmission of these values to the card has 
already been taken care of. What’s left is to calculate the packet checksum and 
insert the value at the appropriate position. We recommend that the checksum 
gets calculated on the fly while the data is being inserted into the onboard 
memory. The checksum value should be inserted into the packet while the 
packet is written into the transmit FIFO. This approach will not cause any 
additional delay to the packet transmission. Apart from enabling scatter gather 
this will also help offloading the main CPU. 

8.2 TCP segmentation offloading 
The MTU (Maximum Transfer Unit) on a standard Ethernet network is 1500 
bytes, but most data we wish to transmit is larger than that. This has the effect 
that the host computer must divide the data into smaller parts, thus generating 
more packets that the driver and interface card must handle. 
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What we would like is to send the data in a large chunk to the interface card 
and do the division into smaller packets there. This will not only save the CPU 
of the host computer, since it will not have to do so much header construction, 
copying and so on. It also helps reducing the PCI bus usage, allowing a higher 
throughput then today. 

This would certainly be an interesting feature to implement but will require 
some more investigation before implementation. 

8.3 Write and invalidate line 
See section 2.6.3 for an explanation of what write and invalidate line is. 

Unfortunately the PCI bridge that we use does not have a built in support for 
this command. So modification to the bridge is necessary. We have 
investigated the relevant portion of the source and found a possible way to add 
this support without too many changes to the code. We propose the following 
approach: 

• First we must determine the transaction length and ensure that it is a 
multiple of the cache line size. If it is not we must not use the feature or 
we must adjust the length. This is recommended when writing packet 
data, since we have larger buffers allocated in the driver we may add a 
dummy padding to the packet. 

• We must also ensure that the transaction starts at a cache line size 
boundary or else we cannot use write and invalidate. 

• Notify the PCI core that we wish to use this feature. We suggest doing 
this through the use of custom tags with the Wishbone bus [14] 

• The fix for the write FIFO must NOT divide a transaction that is 
marked as write and invalidate unless it is done on a cache line 
boundary. Note that the original design will not work without 
modification either since it cuts off transactions at arbitrary locations. 

• During the address phase the C/BE lines must be all ones [3]. 

• We must ensure that we do not abort the transaction on the PCI bus 
when we lose GNT until we have written the whole current cache line. 
This is critical or we will risk ending up with inconsistent memory. 
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8.4 Further studies of the PCI write FIFO issue 
This issue and the current solution are described in section 4.2.2. Although 
a working solution is implemented it would be interesting to examine if it 
could be more optimized. The relevant parameters are minimum transaction 
size and maximum transaction size. 

The minimum transaction size simply determines how short the 
transactions that we can allow are. We have limited this to min(actual 
transaction length, 32 long words). Having many very small transactions 
will have a massive negative effect on the PCI bus performance, as 
described in section 2.6.4. 

The maximum transaction length determines how large the transactions that 
we can allow are. At a first glance one could easily draw the conclusion 
that the bigger the better, but this is not necessarily the case. The reason for 
that is that the PCI core will not start the transaction on the PCI bus until 
the whole transaction is written into the FIFO. So we must aim to always 
(when we are under heavily load, that is) have a full transaction ready in 
the FIFO when the previous is complete. Otherwise the PCI initiator might 
have to wait before initiating a new transaction and this will waste valuable 
PCI cycles. 

Currently we have limited the maximum transaction length to 32 long 
words. So the minimum and maximum transaction sizes are basically the 
same. However we have not done any extensive testing here to try and find 
the optimal solution and it is possible that a slightly higher throughput can 
be achieved with different parameters. 

Another aspect here is that currently this fix does not comply with the PCI 
bridge test bench. One reason is that the test bench at some stages tries to 
fill the whole write FIFO with one single transaction which should not be 
possible with our fix. Even with those lines commented out the test bench 
breaks at multiple places. The reason(s) for this is currently unknown and a 
further investigation here could be of interest. 

8.5 Fix the burst read issue on the PCI bus 
When performing burst reads on the PCI bus there is a problem with 
controlling the length of the bursts. This results in either fetching too little 
or too much data during each transaction. When fetching too little data the 
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problem is that we need to initiate a new read transaction and unfortunately 
it takes a while for the host computer to start delivering the data. On the 
other hand if we fetch too much data we perform a lot of unnecessary data 
transfers. Both these problems will induce a performance loss. 

The reason for these problems is that the opencores PCI bridge lack 
information about the transaction length. It only knows the start address 
and depending on the configuration it prefetches as much data as possible 
or just a small amount. Neither of these approaches performs very well. 
Ideally you would like to be able to specify the transaction length of the 
burst read cycle in advance so that the right amount of data can be 
prefetched each time.  

8.6 Add support for a 64 bit PCI bus 
Currently the PCI bridge only support the 32 bit version PCI bus. In order 
to achieve gigabit speed at both transmit and receive simultaneously we 
need to be able to use a 64bit wide PCI bus. 

It is only necessary to implement support for 64bit data transfers and not 64 
bit addresses since we have no need to access memory above 4GB. 
Implementing only one 64 bit capability is fully legal with the 
specification. The two features are separate and distinct from each other 
[3]. 

The transaction mechanism is more complicated when trying to use 64 bit 
data transfers since it is not known in advance whether the target is 64 bit 
compatible or not. This is known to the initiator only after the target has 
decoded the address and responded with its mode [3]. 

However if the targets capability is known in advance things get much 
easier. We therefore suggest that a special configuration register is used to 
let the device know in what type of system it resides in. This register can 
for example be set by the driver during the initialization phase. 

8.7 Avoid information leaks when packets are 
below the minimum frame size 

A potential security problem is when the packet that we send is shorter than 
the minimum frame size. Since those packets need to be padded with extra 
bytes. Currently the padding is taken from the onboard memory so in 
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reality we are sending a short frame with padding from a larger frame 
recently sent through the network. 

While we do not leak information that has not been sent from the computer 
in an earlier stage we do send out some of that information again, possible 
to another host. It would be desirable to use a predefined bit pattern (for 
example all ones) for the padding instead. 

8.8 Improved handling of the metadata for RX 
packets. 

Currently the metadata (packet length and packet checksum) is transferred 
to a special buffer after each received packet. Since the address of this 
buffer is independent of the packet buffer a new PCI transaction must be 
initiated in which we only transfer one long word. A better solution would 
be to buffer the metadata for several packets and then transfer all of them in 
one single transaction. 

However the best solution is probably to put the metadata information 
directly in front of the packet data. It can then be transferred in the same 
transaction as the packet itself. This can be accomplished by using 
skb_reserve() on the empty packet buffer which gives us reserved space 
before the packet in the packet buffer. 

To implement this and benefit from it one must change the order in how 
things are written. Currently the packet data is written and afterwards the 
packet metadata is written. If we would preserve this order we would not 
benefit from it at all since we would not be able to do the whole transaction 
in one burst. Instead we must start the transaction by writing the metadata 
first and then the packet data. 

8.9 Implementing MSI 
MSI stands for Message Signalled Interrupts and is a better technique to 
generate interrupts than the traditional method using an interrupt pin. With 
MSI the interrupts are generated using memory writes. This gives the 
following advantages according to the PCI system architecture book [3]: 

• Eliminates the need for interrupt pins. 

• Eliminates multiple PCI functions sharing the same interrupt input on 
the interrupt controller. 
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• Eliminates the chaining of device drivers. Chaining means that multiple 
drivers are connected to the same interrupt request. Therefore when an 
interrupt is detected the first device has to check if the interrupt belongs 
to it. If not the next device has to do the check and so on. This increases 
latency. 

• Eliminates the need to perform a dummy read from a device in the 
interrupt routine to force all posted writes to be flushed to main 
memory. 

Implementing this feature would eliminate the need to modify a PCI side 
register to contain interrupt information. (See section A.3) 

However MSI is not widely supported by today’s motherboards so one 
must first verify that the system as a whole can benefit from MSI. 

8.10 Potential packet loss 
There is a problem in the RX part when the card generates an interrupt and 
the driver processes this interrupt too fast. The driver will then be unaware 
of the last received packet. This packet would then get processed only after 
a new packet has arrived and generated another interrupt. If no new packets 
arrive this would then result in a packet loss. 

A solution for avoiding this problem should be investigated. Potential 
solutions could include reading the packet index from the card when no 
packets are found when processing an interrupt. Or the driver can notify the 
card the index of the last processed packet when leaving polling mode. The 
card can then compare it with the index of the last written packet and if 
they differ a new interrupt can be generated. 
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9 Conclusion 
We have implemented a fully functional gigabit Ethernet card onto a Xilinx 
Virtex II-1500 FPGA together with a Linux device driver.  The design uses 
approximately 7200 LUTs and 48 block RAMs including the opencores PCI 
bridge.  

We did not reach full speed at transmissions but we are quite certain that it 
would be possible to accomplish if the opencores PCI bridge is further 
optimized. This is due to a performance related issue in the PCI bridge.  

The card functions in both 33 and 66 MHz mode with 32 bit data width, this 
will limit the performance when running in full duplex mode. To be able to 
achieve full two way speed a 64 bit data width must be used. This would need 
adjustments to the opencores PCI bridge. 

There is an issue with the performance in the PCI bridge write FIFO which we 
have developed a solution for. However, the issue is not very significant in 66 
MHz mode as compared to 33 MHz mode. The reason for this is that the FIFO 
gets drained fast enough and thus never builds up any congestion. 

The performance obtained from the Ethernet card when receiving in UDP our 
card was actually better than our 3COM reference card and in TCP our card 
was comparable. The transmission side on the other hand suffers from a 
performance related issue when performing burst reads on the PCI bus. 
Therefore it does not match the performance of the reference card at all. 
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Appendix A  Hardware registers 
This section describes all resisters accessible from the outside via the PCI and 
WISHBONE bus. The address field denotes the offset from the base address, 
the width field indicates the registers with in bits and the access field specifies 
whether it is a read only (R) register, write only (W) or a read/write (R/W) 
register. 

A.1 Quick reference list 
Name Address Width Access Description 

Got packets 0x8000 32 R The total number of 
packets received. 

RX_control 0x8004 32 R/W Controls whether RX is 
enabled and if interrupts 
are enabled. 

Dropped packets 0x8008 32 R Dropped packets due to 
lack of buffers in RAM 
memory. 

DMA Idle 0x800C 32 R Number of cycles we are in 
IDLE for the packet writer 
state machine. 

DMA cycles 0x8010 32 R Number of cycles spent on 
the DMA transfer for the 
last packet. 

Total DMA 
cycles 

0x8014 32 R Number of total cycles 
spent on DMA transfer. 

Current 
descriptor pointer 

0x8018 32 W The next pointer index to 
use. 
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Name Address Width Access Description 

End descriptor 
indexpointer 

0x801C 32 W Write the index of the last 
valid allocated buffer in 
RAM.  

Dropped packets 
PCI 

0x8020 32 R Total number of dropped 
packets due to the fact that 
we can not output them on 
the PCI bus fast enough. 

Last used 
descriptor pointer 

0x8024 32 R The index of the last used 
buffer in RAM. 

End fetched 
descriptor index 

0x8028 32 R The index of the last valid 
descriptor pointer, i.e. the 
last buffer address that is 
fetched. 

RX DMA start 
address 

0x8060 32 W The base address of the 
table where the buffer 
addresses are located. 

RX DMA CHK 
LEN 

0x8064 32 W The base address of the 
table where the metadata 
information should be 
stored. 

Promiscuous 0x80a4 32 R/W Set/read promiscuous 
mode. 

     

TX base address 0x4000 32 W The base address of the TX 
ring buffer. 

Status 0x4008 32 R Some status information. 
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Name Address Width Access Description 

Pack counter 0x400c 32 R The total number of 
packets sent by the TX 
module 

State_r 0x4010 32 R Get the current state 

DMA_state 0x4014 32 R Get the current DMA state 

Base adr pointer 0x4018 32 R Points out where in the TX 
ring we should start to 
read. 

Base end pointer 0x401c 32 R Points out where in the TX 
ring we must stop to read. 

IRQ pointer 0x4020 32 R Indicates the index in the 
TX ring buffer that is sent 
to the host computer via 
interrupt. 

Last pack written 0x4024 32 R/W The last position in the TX 
ring buffer that is filled 
with valid data. 

Last pack written 
saved 

0x4028 32 R If it differs from last pack 
written we have new valid 
data. 

Checksum 0x402c 32 R The pseudo checksum and 
the offset. 

Write position 0x4030 32 R The write position of the 
internal packet buffers. 

Read position 0x4034 32 R The read position of the 
internal packet buffers. 
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Name Address Width Access Description 

Set interrupt 0x4038 32 W Used to turn of interrupt. 

A.2 Detailed register information 
A.2.1 Got packets 

Width Access Reset value Description 

32 R 0x00000000 The total number of packets received. This 
includes every packet regardless of if it is 
later dropped due to congestion or a bad FCS. 

A.2.2 RX control 

Width Access Reset value Description 

32 R/W 0x00000000 Contains one error reporting flag and controls 
whether the RX unit is allowed to receive 
packets and generate interrupts. 

 

Bit # Name Description 

31-4 Not used  

3 Err Set to one if we detect an error in the DMA transfer. This 
bit is NOT writable. 

2 Not used  

1 Enable 
int. 

When set to 1 the RX unit is allowed to generate 
interrupts. When set to 0 interrupts are not generated. 

0 Enable 
RX 

When set to 1 the RX unit is active and receiving packets. 
Set to 0 and the RX unit is disabled. 
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A.2.3 Dropped packets 

Width Access Reset value Description 

32 R 0x00000000 Contains the total number of packets that are 
dropped due to the fact that we do not have 
enough free buffers in the host computers 
RAM memory. 

A.2.4 DMA idle 

Width Access Reset value Description 

32 R 0x00000000 Contains the total amount of cycles that we 
are spending in the IDLE state for the packet 
writer state machine. 

A.2.5 DMA cycles 

Width Access Reset value Description 

32 R 0x00000000 The number of cycles that were spent on the 
DMA transfer for the last packet. 

A.2.6 Total DMA cycles 

Width Access Reset value Description 

32 R 0x00000000 The total number of DMA cycles spent on 
packet transfer 

A.2.7 Current descriptor pointer 

Width Access Reset value Description 

32 W 0x00000000 This is the index of the next descriptor 
pointer that should be fetched. 
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Bit # Name Description 

31-10 Not used  

9-0 Index 
pointer 

This is the index of the next descriptor pointer that should 
be fetched. 

A.2.8 End descriptor 

Width Access Reset value Description 

32 W 0x00000000 This is the index of the last allocated buffer in 
RAM memory. The card is allowed to fetch 
addresses up to this index. 

 

Bit # Name Description 

31-10 Not used  

9-0 End index 
pointer 

This is the index of the last allocated buffer in RAM 
memory. The card is allowed to fetch addresses up to 
this index. 

A.2.9 Dropped packets PCI 

Width Access Reset value Description 

32 R 0x00000000 Total number of dropped packets due to the 
fact that we can not output them on the PCI 
bus fast enough. 
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A.2.10 Last descriptor used 

Width Access Reset value Description 

32 R 0x00000000 The index of the last packet buffer in the host 
computers RAM memory that we used. This 
value is normally not actively retrieved from 
the driver. 

 

Bit # Name Description 

31-10 Not used  

9-0 Last used The index of the last used descriptor pointer 

A.2.11 End fetched descriptor pointer 

Width Access Reset value Description 

32 R 0x00000000 The index of the last descriptor pointer that 
the card has fetched. Thus it does not matter 
if the driver has allocated more buffers. This 
is the last one that is valid from the cards 
point of view. 

 

Bit # Name Description 

31-10 Not used  

9-0 Last fetched The index of the last fetched descriptor pointer. 
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A.2.12 RX DMA start address 

Width Access Reset value Description 

32 W 0x00000000 Contains the base address of the RX ring 
buffer for the pre allocated skbs 

A.2.13 RX DMA CHK LEN 

Width Access Reset value Description 

32 W 0x00000000 Contains the base address of the metadata 
ring buffer for the RX. 

A.2.14 Promiscuous 

Width Access Reset value Description 

32 R/W 0x00000000 Controls whether we are in promiscuous 
mode (accept all ehternet frames regardless of 
their destination address) or not. 

 

Bit # Name Description 

31-1 Not used  

0 Promiscuous When set to one we are in promiscuous mode. When 
set to zero we operate in normal mode. 

A.2.15 TX base address 

Width Access Reset value Description 

32 W 0x00000000 Contains the base address of the TX ring 
buffer. 
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A.2.16 Status 

Width Access Reset value Description 

32 R 0x80000000 Contains various status information TX. 

 

Bit # Name Description 

31 PHY reset Controls the reset signal to the PHY unit. Active high. 

30-12 Not used  

11-2 IRQ pointer The index in the ring buffer that we are done with and 
signalled to the host computer via interrupt. (Read 
only). 

1 Int_o Set to one if we currently are interrupting. (Read only). 

0 Not idle Set to one if we are in some other stare than IDLE. 
(Read only). 

A.2.17 Pack counter 

Width Access Reset value Description 

32 R 0x00000000 The total number packets that have been sent 
to the outside world. 

A.2.18 State_r 

Width Access Reset value Description 

32 R 0x00000000 Get the current state 
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Bit # Name Description 

31-2 Not used  

1-0 State_r The current state for the transmitting state machine. 

A.2.19 DMA_state 

Width Access Reset value Description 

32 R 0x00000000 Get the current DMA state 

 

Bit # Name Description 

31-4 Not used  

3-0 DMA_state The current state for the fetching state machine. 

A.2.20 Base adr pointer 

Width Access Reset value Description 

32 R 0x00000000 Points out where in the TX ring we should 
start to read. 

A.2.21 Base end pointer 

Width Access Reset value Description 

32 R 0x00000000 Points out where in the TX ring we must stop 
to read. 
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A.2.22 IRQ pointer 

Width Access Reset value Description 

32 R 0x00000000 The index in the ring buffer that we are done 
with and have signalled to the host computer 
via interrupt. 

 

Bit # Name Description 

31-10 Not used  

9-0 DMA_state The IRQ pointer. 

 

A.2.23 Last pack written 

Width Access Reset value Description 

32 R 0x00000000 The index in the ring buffer that we are done 
with. 

 

Bit # Name Description 

31-10 Not used  

9-0 DMA_state The last packet written pointer. 
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A.2.24 Last pack written saved 

Width Access Reset value Description 

32 R 0x00000000 Saves the old value of the last pack written 
register when we initiate a transfer. If it 
differs from last pack written later we have 
more packets to process. 

 

Bit # Name Description 

31-10 Not used  

9-0 DMA_state The last pack written saved pointer. 

A.2.25 Checksum 

Width Access Reset value Description 

32 R 0x00000000 This field is reserved for checksum. 

A.2.26 Write position 

Width Access Reset value Description 

32 R 0x00000000 The write position of the internal packet 
buffers. 

 

Bit # Name Description 

31-3 Not used  

2-0 Write pos The write position. 
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A.2.27 Read position 

Width Access Reset value Description 

32 R 0x00000000 The read position of the internal packet 
buffers. 

 

Bit # Name Description 

31-3 Not used  

2-0 Read pos The read position. 

A.2.28 Set interrupt 

Width Access Reset value Description 

32 W 0x00000000 Acknowledge the interrupt by clearing this 
register. 

 

Bit # Name Description 

31-1 Not used  

0 Interrupt The value that the interrupt will take in the next clock 
cycle. 

A.3 Modification of existing registers in 
opencores PCI bridge 

One problem with reading values from the host computer from our design via 
the PCI bus and then the WB bus is that it takes many clock cycles before the 
transaction can be completed. This is due to the fact that the PCI bridge cannot 
respond to the read request immediate and thus have to issue a RETRY while it 
fetches the values over the WB bus. 
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This is extra critical in the interrupt routine since no other work can be done 
while we wait to find out if we were interrupting and what we were 
interrupting about. To get around this problem we hardwired the most critical 
information directly to a PCI side register. The register that we modified is the 
ISR register, see section 4.1.4 in the PCI IP core specification [15]. After our 
modification the register looks like this: 

Bit # Name Description 

31-22 IRQ pointer The index in the ring buffer that we are done with and 
have signalled to the host computer via interrupt. 

21-11 Not used  

10 RX int 
enabled 

Indicates if the RX unit is allowed to generate 
interrupts or not. 

9 RX int. Indicates if the RX unit is interrupting. 

8 TX int. Indicates if the TX unit is interrupting. 

7-0  As specified in the PCI IP core specification 
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Appendix B  Network performance 
The first value in the results columns are the original version and the second 
value corresponds to the version we obtained as a fix from the PCI mailinglist 
and finally the third value is with the fix we developed. Some columns also 
have a fourth value. In those cases that value corresponds to a reference card 
(3Com 3c2000) that we used to see how well our card performed when 
compared to a commercial product.  

The host computer used for benchmarking had two AMD Athlon MP 2000+ 
processors running at 1.67GHz equipped with 1GB of RAM memory.   

The tests are also carried out with a number of different settings for both TCP 
and UDP. For TCP the settings we varied were the window size see section 
2.5.2.3, the R/W buffer which simply is the amount of buffer memory used to 
buffer incoming and outgoing data streams and finally the MSS which is the 
maximum segment size allowed on the network. For the UDP test we varied 
the size of the R/W buffer and the length of the packets. The maximum length 
here is 10 byte longer than in TCP since the UDP header is 10 byte shorter. 

In UDP there are also two columns indicating speed. The reason for this is that 
the left most column indicates what speed iperf is trying to send in. This differs 
from the actual measured throughput in the rightmost column due to a number 
of reasons. First iperf is not perfect and usually transmits in a slightly higher or 
lower speed than requested. It is then possible that the sending unit is incapable 
of sending at the requested speed. And finally, if there is a lot of package loss 
in the transmission the actual achieved throughput will be decreased.  

Some columns are also marked with n/a. This is due to limitations of the 
current sender. If we noticed that the actual sending rate was too low in 
comparison with the requested speed we discarded the test. 

B.1 Transmit 
B.1.1 TCP transmit with 66Mhz PCI bus 

As we can see in the table our design achieves about 440Mbps at the most 
favourable conditions but performs extremely poorly and under some 
conditions with speeds below 100Mbps. 
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Bandwith [Mbps] Window size[KB] R/W buffer [KB] MSS[B] 
Orig. M.list Our 3Com 

16 4 536 223 217 221 439 
16 4 1460 85.9 85.2 85.8 404 
16 8 536 224 217 222 455 
16 8 1460 79.5 78.9 79.4 494 
16 16 536 224 218 221 459 
16 16 1460 79.9 78.9 79.6 506 
32 4 536 259 245 256 505 
32 4 1460 333 266 339 756 
32 8 536 254 240 261 514 
32 8 1460 388 396 388 835 
32 16 536 260 245 257 562 
32 16 1460 373 398 386 848 
64 4 536 274 275 283 515 
64 4 1460 405 71.2 412 893 
64 8 536 287 275 287 576 
64 8 1460 402 393 417 935 
64 16 536 287 275 287 575 
64 16 1460 419 443 415 934 
128 4 536 310 303 312 529 
128 4 1460 409 123 439 906 
128 8 536 308 304 310 570 
128 8 1460 436 464 440 936 
128 16 536 312 305 314 571 
128 16 1460 439 458 442 936 
 

B.1.2 UDP transmit with 66Mhz PCI bus 

As we can see in this table our design is not capable of transmitting at higher 
speed than approximately 450 Mbps. Therefore we did not perform any more 
tests above that speed. 
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Packet loss [%] Bandwidth[Mbps] 
 

Sending 
bandwidth 
[Mbps] 

R/W 
buffer 
[KB] 

Datagram 
length 
[B] Orig. M.List Our 3Com Ori M.Li

st 
Our 3Co

m 
200 64 546 1 0.85 0.21 0.039 205 205 207 208 
200 64 1470 0.0093 0.17 0.13 0.0 203 203 203 203 
200 128 546 0.039 0.28 0.75 0.0 206 206 207 208 
200 128 1470 0.07 0.071 0.0 0.0 203 203 203 203 
200 256 546 0.0042 0.2 0.0097 0.0 207 207 207 208 
200 256 1470 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 203 203 203 203 
400 64 546 0.054 0.5 0.18 0.13 343 329 341 395 
400 64 1470 0.0 0.21 0.065 0.02 405 404 405 405 
400 128 546 0.077 0.61 0.075 0.12 342 338 341 394 
400 128 1470 0.051 0.3 0.079 0.0 405 405 405 405 
400 256 546 n/a n/a n/a 0.051 n/a n/a n/a 386 
400 256 1470 0.0029 0.096 0.035 0.0 405 405 405 405 
500 64 546 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
500 64 1470 0.14 0.052 0.16 0.037 452 453 451 511 
500 128 546 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
500 128 1470 0.039 0.0 0.18 0.0 451 455 450 511 
500 256 546 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
500 256 1470 0.0003 0.0013 0.84 0.0 469 466 465 511 
 

B.1.3 TCP transmit with 33MHz PCI bus 
At 33MHz we see almost the same behaviour as in the 66MHz version. Some 
settings have an extremely negative impact on performance. The maximum 
speed that we were able to achieve at 33MHz is of course lower and peeks at 
approximately 320Mbps. 
 

Window size[KB] R/W buffer [KB] MSS[B] Bandwidth [Mbps] 
16 4 536 170 176 176 
16 4 1460 81.7 80.9 80.6 
16 8 536 173 177 177 
16 8 1460 76.9 75.9 75.8 
16 16 536 171 179 179 
16 16 1460 77 76 76 
32 4 536 196 202 201 
32 4 1460 319 299 299 
32 8 536 194 201 200 
32 8 1460 329 304 302 
32 16 536 194 201 200 
32 16 1460 331 304 303 
64 4 536 207 217 218 
64 4 1460 350 319 317 
64 8 536 209 218 217 
64 8 1460 354 321 319 
64 16 536 208 219 217 
64 16 1460 356 321 320 

128 4 536 217 225 230 
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128 4 1460 367 332 331 
128 8 536 216 230 234 
128 8 1460 370 334 332 
128 16 536 223 230 234 
128 16 1460 372 335 326 

 

B.1.4 UDP Transmit with 33Mhz PCI bus 
Here we can notice that about 360Mbps is the maximum value, thus no tests 
above that speed is required. 
 

Packet loss [%] Bandwidth[Mbps] Sending 
bandwidth 

[Mbps] 

R/W 
buffer 
[KB] 

Datagram 
length [B] 

Orig. M.List Our Orig M.List Our 

200 64 1470 0.0 0.0 0.097 203 203 203 
200 128 1470 0.0 0.0 0.0 203 203 203 
200 256 1470 0.0 0.0 0.0 203 203 203 
400 64 1470 0.018 0.00033 0.032 387 361 356 
400 128 1470 0.17 0.0 0.032 386 362 355 
400 256 1470 0.0043 0.039 0.04 386 367 362 

 
 

B.2 Receive 
B.2.1 TCP with 66Mhz PCI bus 
We actually perform better than our reference board at some settings but if we 
look at the overall performance the reference board is the better one. 

Bandwidth[Mbps] Window size[KB] R/W buffer [KB] MSS[B] 
Orig M.List Our 3Com 

16 4 536 245 284 294 348 
16 4 1460 88 122 282 494 
16 8 536 246 277 292 422 
16 8 1460 279 250 301 557 
16 16 536 241 270 290 441 
16 16 1460 175 182 255 554 
32 4 536 272 339 382 386 
32 4 1460 480 493 490 736 
32 8 536 310 307 355 414 
32 8 1460 538 591 592 811 
32 16 536 265 326 361 433 
32 16 1460 507 556 576 881 
64 4 536 285 404 397 389 
64 4 1460 577 679 870 728 
64 8 536 284 403 413 419 
64 8 1460 420 607 815 808 
64 16 536 284 402 422 433 
64 16 1460 462 666 699 848 
128 4 536 279 417 411 395 
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Bandwidth[Mbps] Window size[KB] R/W buffer [KB] MSS[B] 
Orig M.List Our 3Com 

128 4 1460 558 664 748 729 
128 8 536 287 432 433 418 
128 8 1460 556 657 735 800 
128 16 536 283 428 434 436 
128 16 1460 528 651 692 843 

 

B.2.2 UDP recieve with 66Mhz PCI bus 
At the low speeds the reference board has a better package loss. But once we 
start to reach higher speeds the reference board cannot keep up. While it levels 
out at approximately 750Mbps we achieve a speed of approximately 950Mbps 
with practically no packet loss. 
 

Packet loss [%]  Bandwidth[Mbps] Sending 
bandwidth 

[Mbps] 

R/W 
buffer 
[KB] 

Datagram 
length [B] Ori M.list Our 3Com Ori Mlis Our 3C 

200 64 546 0.015 0.023 0.053 0.0004 208 208 208 208 
200 64 1470 0.18 0.095 0.27 0.0 202 202 202 203 
200 128 546 0.0 0.0 0.0025 0.0 207 208 208 208 
200 128 1470 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 203 203 203 203 
200 256 546 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 208 208 208 208 
200 256 1470 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 203 203 203 203 
400 64 546 0.14 0.061 0.046 0.64 413 414 411 414 
400 64 1470 0.15 0.15 0.24 0.0 404 404 404 405 
400 128 546 0.0033 0.0089 0.013 2.1 411 414 411 407 
400 128 1470 0.0035 0.002 0.011 0.0 404 405 404 406 
400 256 546 0.0 0.0 0.022 0.0 416 414 399 416 
400 256 1470 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 404 406 405 394 
600 64 546 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
600 64 1470 0.38 0.52 0.056 0.027 611 610 613 611 
600 128 546 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
600 128 1470 0.0 0.016 0.0 0.014 618 618 618 618 
600 256 546 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
600 256 1470 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.041 617 618 617 581 
800 64 546 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
800 64 1470 0.32 1.6 0.3 0.065 736 725 732 737 
800 128 546 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
800 128 1470 0.014 0.032 0.0057 17 824 826 822 684 
800 256 546 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
800 256 1470 0.0 0.0 0.014 14 823 826 823 669 

1000 64 546 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
1000 64 1470 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
1000 128 546 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
1000 128 1470 0.01 6.7 0.0074 40 951 883 944 570 
1000 256 546 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
1000 256 1470 0.0 6.7 0.0 44 952 884 944 534 
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B.2.3 TCP receive with 33MHz PCI bus 
Here at 33MHz it is becoming clear that the fix for the write FIFO is critical for 
performance. With our fix we achieve almost twice the speed of the design 
without the fix. 

Bandwidth[Mbps] Window size[KB] R/W buffer [KB] MSS[B] 
Orig M.List Our 

16 4 536 255 243 255 
16 4 1460 56.3 80.9 77.1 
16 8 536 254 244 253 
16 8 1460 208 285 281 
16 16 536 253 250 252 
16 16 1460 188 159 118 
32 4 536 110 343 334 
32 4 1460 305 451 446 
32 8 536 138 312 303 
32 8 1460 284 495 507 
32 16 536 137 298 284 
32 16 1460 276 475 466 
64 4 536 251 291 302 
64 4 1460 138 461 372 
64 8 536 246 305 287 
64 8 1460 102 414 308 
64 16 536 245 302 309 
64 16 1460 146 366 275 

128 4 536 285 302 318 
128 4 1460 266 515 543 
128 8 536 258 308 307 
128 8 1460 269 496 533 
128 16 536 258 306 304 
128 16 1460 270 491 524 

 

B.2.4 UDP receive with 33Mhz PCI bus 

Here we once again see the importance of an effective FIFO management. 
There is a factor three difference between the original design and with the fix at 
the higher speeds. 

 
Packet loss [%] Bandwidth[Mbps] Sending 

bandwidth 
[Mbps] 

R/W buffer 
[KB] 

Datagram 
length [B] 

Orig M.List Our Orig ML 3C 

200 64 546 0.039 0.074 0.016 188 208 208 
200 64 1470 6.1 0.021 0.0046 190 203 203 
200 128 546 2.2 0.00042 0.0019 198 208 208 
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200 128 1470 6.2 0.0 0.0 185 203 203 
200 256 546 9.3 0.0 0.0 189 208 208 
200 256 1470 2.6 0.0064 0.0 193 203 203 
400 64 546 55 6.6 5.9 186 388 392 
400 64 1470 54 0.13 0.3 186 404 404 
400 128 546 55 6 3.1 185 388 405 
400 128 1470 53 0.0 0.0 189 406 406 
400 256 546 55 6.1 5.7 184 388 393 
400 256 1470 53 0.0 0.0 190 406 406 
600 64 546 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
600 64 1470 69 1.1 0.3 190 609 616 
600 128 546 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
600 128 1470 69 0.043 0.029 190 618 615 
600 256 546 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
600 256 1470 69 0.018 0.0013 189 618 619 
800 64 546 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
800 64 1470 74 5.3 6.6 190 700 694 
800 128 546 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
800 128 1470 77 15 16 189 682 693 
800 256 546 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
800 256 1470 77 19 16 189 672 694 
1000 64 546 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
1000 64 1470 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
1000 128 546 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
1000 128 1470 80 27 27 189 679 694 
1000 256 546 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
1000 256 1470 80 28 27 190 689 694 

 
 

B.3 Bidirectional test 
These tests are carried out using both UDP and TCP. For each test we have 
choosen the parameters where our design had its peak values. This is because 
we wanted to measure the performance with optimal conditions. 

B.3.1 Using UDP 
 The handpicked parameters are: R/W buffer 256 KB and datagram length 
1470 B. 

As we can see our reference board has a much higher combined speed than our 
design. But it is actually all due to the much better transmit value. And that was 
expected since our design was significantly slower than the reference design on 
transmitting. 
 RX [Mbps] TX [Mbps] 
Our FIFO fix 332 331 
Mailinglist fix 293 303 
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Original 299 307 
3Com (3c2000) 291 560 

B.3.2 Using TCP 

The handpicked parameters are: Window size 64 KB, R/W buffer 4 KB and 
MSS 1460 KB. 

As we can see the reference board is a lot faster on both receive and transmit. 
 RX [Mbps] TX [Mbps] 
Our FIFO fix 163 349 
Mailinglist fix 150 335 
Original 176 325 
3Com (3c2000) 458 583 
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Appendix C  PCI transaction trace
This appendix will illustrate the problems with the reads over the PCI bus. The 
following pages are a printout of the PCI bus transactions when transmitting an 
ARP packet. 

On cycle 0000 the transfer is initiated and we request to read the base table 
entries starting at address 0x071F0054. The base table is read using single read 
transactions and consists of three entries since the packet data is not divided 
and we only have one packet in the queue. 

The actual packet data is first being read at cycle number 0153. This is done 
using memory read multiple and is completed at cycle number 0236. This 
means that we fetch too much data. We can see that the packet length is 0x2A 
(look at cycle 0121) and we should therefore optimally end the transaction at 
cycle 0183. This means that we read more than twice the data needed. 
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CYCLE#                  BUS SIGNALS                    DATA BUS     a  
0000                   FRAME# REQ#         GNT#     0x371f0054 
0001       IRDY#                           GNT#    0x371f0054 
0002       IRDY#                           GNT#    0x00000017 
0003       IRDY#                           GNT#    0xffffffff 
 ...  
0012       IRDY#                           GNT#    0x00000000 
 ...  
0020       IRDY#                           GNT# TRDY#   0x01233210 
0021                                       GNT#    0x01233210 
0022                                       GNT#    0x00000007 
0023                                       GNT#    0x371f0054 
 ...  
0039                                       GNT#    0x371f0058 
 ...  
0052                          REQ#         GNT#    0x371f0058 
0053                   FRAME# REQ#         GNT#     0x371f0058 
0054       IRDY#                           GNT#    0x371f0058 
0055       IRDY#                           GNT#    0x37cb7802 
0056       IRDY#                           GNT#    0x00000000 
0057       IRDY#                           GNT#    0x00000000 
 ...  
0071       IRDY#                           GNT# TRDY#   0x37cb7802 
0072                                       GNT#    0x37cb7802 
0073                                       GNT#    0x00000007 
0074                                       GNT#    0x371f0058 
 ...  
0089                                       GNT#    0x371f005c 
0090                                       GNT#    0x371f005c 
 ...  
0102                          REQ#         GNT#    0x371f005c 
0103                   FRAME# REQ#         GNT#     0x371f005c 
0104       IRDY#                           GNT#    0x371f005c 
0105       IRDY#                           GNT#    0x8000002a 
0106       IRDY#                           GNT#    0x00000000 
 ...  
0121       IRDY#                           GNT# TRDY#   0x8000002a 
0122                                       GNT#    0x8000002a 
0123                                       GNT#    0x00000007 
0124                                       GNT#    0x371f005c 
0125                                       GNT#    0x371f005c 
 ...  
0147                                       GNT#    0x37cb7800 
0148                                       GNT#    0x37cb7800 
 ...  
0152                          REQ#         GNT#    0x37cb7800 
0153                   FRAME# REQ#         GNT#     0x37cb7800 
0154       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT#    0x37cb7800 
0155       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT#    0x00000000 
0156       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT#    0x00000000 
 ...  
0165       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT#    0x00000006 
 ...  
0172       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0xffff0006 
0173       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0xffffffff 
0174       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0xadde1200 
0175       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x0608efbe 
0176       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x00080100 
0177       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x01000406 
0178       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0xadde1200 
0179       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x000aefbe 
0180       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x00000a00 
0181       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x00000000 
0182       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x0100000a 
0183       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x08048154 
0184       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x00000013 
 ...  
0186       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x00000004 
0187       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x00000001 
 ...  
0189       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x00000000 
0190       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x08048000 
0191       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x08048000 
0192       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x00006bfc 
 ...  
0194       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x00000005 
0195       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x00001000 
0196       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x00000001 
0197       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x00007000 
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0198       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x0804f000 
0199       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x0804f000 
0200       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x000003a0 
0201       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x00013548 
0202       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x00000006 
0203       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x00001000 
0204       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT#    0x00000002 
 ...  
0206       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x00000001 
0207       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x00000000 
0208       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x00000000 
 ...  
0211       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x000000d0 
0212       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x00000006 
0213       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x00000004 
0214       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x00000004 
0215       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x00000168 
0216       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x08048168 
0217       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x08048168 
0218       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x00000020 
 ...  
0220       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x00000004 
 ...  
0223       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x00000188 
0224       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x08048188 
0225       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x08048188 
0226       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x00000018 
 ...  
0228       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x00000004 
0229       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x00000004 
0230       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x6474e550 
0231       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x00006bd8 
0232       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x0804ebd8 
0233       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x0804ebd8 
0234       IRDY#       FRAME#              GNT# TRDY#   0x00000024 
 ...  
0236       IRDY#                           GNT# TRDY#   0x00000004 
0237                                       GNT#    0x00000004 
0238                                       GNT#    0x00000007 
0239                                       GNT#    0x37cb7800 
 ...  

4
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